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ABSTRACT 

 Dietrich Buxtehude (ca. 1637–1707) was a North German composer of the mid-

Baroque period. He lived in a time and place in which classical rhetoric, the study of 

oratory, influenced education, religion, and music. Applying the definition of rhetoric as 

the art of persuasion, this study surveys the different persuasive strategies employed by 

Buxtehude in his various keyboard genres. The elements considered in this inquiry 

include the affects of keys and modes, rhetorical figures, and structures of speeches as 

applied to music. The style and setting (ethos), intellectual content (logos), and emotional 

effect (pathos) are explored in each genre as elements of rhetorical persuasion.  

 This study reveals that different genres of Buxtehude's keyboard music utilize 

different rhetorical strategies and techniques. These strategies vary according to the 

purpose of the music (i.e., secular or sacred), the presence or absence of an associated 

text, and the form of the composition. The chorale preludes, since they are driven by 

texts, use figures such as hypotyposis, assimilatio, anabasis and catabasis, to musically 

highlight important words in the text, or to amplify the text's underlying meaning. The 

suites, and parts of the variations, reflect the affects of the various dance movements as 

described by Johann Mattheson, Gregory Butler, and Patricia Ranum. The rhetorical 

nature of contrapuntal works is considered in terms of solving a musical issue through 

musical proofs, as described by Daniel Harrison. Finally, the praeludia embody the 

rhetorical form of the classical dispositio, or form of a forensic speech. These sectional 
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works are arranged in such a way as to advantageously present both emotional and 

intellectual facets of a musical oration.  

 The study also asserts that it is stylistically appropriate, given the audience-

centered values of rhetorical persuasion, to perform Buxtehude's manualiter works at the 

piano, providing that they are played in a manner consistent with the style and structure 

of the music. This view is fortified by evidence that Baroque musicians, compared to 

modern musicians, were far less specific about instrumentation and musical details. An 

appendix offers specific performance suggestions for pianists in each of the works 

discussed in the study. 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

 Dieterich Buxtehude (ca. 1637-1707) was a North German composer of the mid-

Baroque period. For many of these composers, including Buxtehude, the Lutheran church 

was a primary impetus for musical activities, and musica poetica, a brand of musical 

rhetoric particular to the North Germans of that time, was the mode of thought and the 

method of composition for much of their music. Dieterich Buxtehude composed in 

several genres of keyboard music: chorale settings, canzonas and fugues, suites, 

variations, and the great praeludia and toccatas.  

 For the present study, it is necessary to draw upon a variety of sources. Since the 

study involves several different approaches to musical rhetoric, no single source or 

methodology is sufficient in addressing all of Buxtehude's keyboard genres. Each source 

contributes its unique perspective to a more comprehensive view of musical rhetoric that 

represents a cross section of rhetorical strategies for the different genres. 

 One important source for gaining perspective and insight regarding Buxtehude's 

music is Kerala Snyder's 1987 book entitled Dieterich Buxtehude: Organist in Lübeck. 

This book offers a thoughtful and probing biography, a general discussion of Buxtehude's 

musical style, insight regarding influences from other composers, and an excellent point 

of departure for studying each of the musical genres represented among his compositions. 

Snyder praises the praeludia as representing the pinnacle of Buxtehude's organ works, 

but harbors a much lower regard for his harpsichord suites: 
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 Buxtehude's suites are...quite simple and predictable, and...lack the 
 harmonic richness and dramatic intensity that characterizes so much of his 
 other music.1 
 

She does admit, however, that "a skillful player can reveal subtleties in these works that 

do not leap to the eye from the page."2 The Baroque theorist, Johann Mattheson, regarded 

these suites with much higher praise, considering them to be some of Buxtehude's best 

music,3 a view he likely held due to rhetorical considerations.  

 In his book, Style and Structure in the Praeludia of Dietrich Buxtehude, Lawrence 

Archbold investigates multiple analytical procedures, including Schenkerian analysis, to 

offer his conclusions regarding the praeludia.  In these analyses, Archbold laments the 

fact that these works lack consistent structural descents that span entire compositions, but 

rather contain individual ones for each section. In light of these findings, Archbold 

concludes that Buxtehude's praeludia, while representing an improvement upon those of 

Weckmann and Tunder,4 are nonetheless examples of transitional development in a genre 

that would reach its culmination with the works of J. S. Bach. In his thorough and 

insightful discussions, Archbold approaches his analyses entirely from structural, 

harmonic, and Schenkerian perspectives, and does not refer to rhetorical concepts. In 
                                                        

 1 Kerala J. Snyder, Dieterich Buxtehude: Organist in Lübeck (Rochester: 
University of Rochester Press, 2007): 280.  
 
 2 Snyder, Organist in Lübeck, 281. 
 
 3 Farley K. Hutchins, Dietrich Buxtehude: The Man, His Music, His Era 
(Patterson, NJ: Music Textbook Company, 1955): 41. 
 
 4 Lawrence Archbold, Style and Structure in the Praeludia of Dietrich Buxtehude 
(Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1985): 124-28. 
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spite of this, one can extrapolate rhetorical analogues based on his conclusions, and thus 

open another dimension to his discussions on the praeludia. 

 Sharon Gorman, in her dissertation on Buxtehude's praeludia, rejects Archbold's 

claim that they are "under-developed" versions of Bach preludes and fugues; she 

maintains that they are not merely alternations of free and fugal sections in the stylus 

phantasticus, but reveal a formal structure that closely adheres to the classical dispositio 

(the structure of a forensic speech) in rhetorical theory.5 Within this structure, rhetorical 

figures are presented at the points in the music that correspond to points in a speech that 

require an emotional or intellectual appeal to an audience. From this perspective, Gorman 

seeks to reveal Buxtehude as an orator in tones, or Klangreder.6 She also emphasizes the 

need to approach musical analysis in terms of the historical period of each composition, 

and to heed the values of the musical generation within whose context those theories 

were developed.  

 Pieter Dirksen's article, "The Enigma of the Stylus Phantasticus in the Praeludium 

in G minor, BuxWV 163,"7 is the only scholarly work that deals directly and at length 

with this particular praeludium, and with the rhetorical principles that relate to its form 

and content. Dirksen sets forth a plausible formal analysis of the piece based on the 
                                                        

 5 Sharon Lee Gorman, Rhetoric and Affect in the Praeludia of Dieterich 
Buxtehude (1637-1707), (Ph.D. Diss. Stanford University, 1990): 7-8.  
 
 6 Gorman, Rhetoric and Affect, 17. 
 
 7 Pieter Dirksen, "The Enigma of the Stylus Phantasticus in the Praeludium in G 
Minor, BuxWV 163." Orphei organi antiqui: Essays in Honor of Harold Vogel, (2006): 
107-32. 
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classical dispositio, citing rhetorical devices that give rise to expressive characteristics, 

which in turn delineate the form. He also engages in an insightful motivic analysis of the 

work, revealing thematic connections that are not readily apparent upon first hearing.  

 Paul Collins' recent book, The Stylus Phantasticus and the Free Keyboard Music 

of the German Baroque, sets forth an in-depth study on a musical practice that, for 

Baroque keyboard music, is as central as it is misunderstood. Collins examines the 

various descriptions of the style from Athanasius Kircher's definition of "ingenious 

composition"8 to the changing viewpoints of Johann Mattheson.9 Insights from this study 

are vital to interpretive decisions regarding Buxtehude's praeludia, as well as any other 

music that draws upon this rhapsodic style. 

 Several in-depth articles have probed into the many ways rhetoric has been 

expressed through music in addressing different genres. To gain insights on contrapuntal 

forms, two articles prove useful: Gregory Butler, "Fugue and Rhetoric," and Daniel 

Harrison, "Rhetoric and Fugue." Two articles deal creatively with dance suites: Patricia 

Ranum, "Audible Rhetoric and Mute Rhetoric," and Gregory Butler, "The Projection of 

Affect in Baroque Dance Music."  

 Certain historic sources have been invaluable in building a foundation of 

knowledge for this study. These include: Aristotle's Rhetoric, Joachim Burmeister's 

                                                        

 8 Paul Collins, The Stylus Phantasticus and the Free Keyboard Music of the 
German Baroque (Aldershot, England: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2005): 29.  
 
 9 Collins, Stylus Phantasticus, 56-70. 
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Musica poetica, Johann Mattheson's Der vollkommene Capellmeister, and Athanasius 

Kircher's Musurgia Universalis. In addition, Dietrich Bartel's book Musica Poetica: 

Musical-rhetorical Figures in German Baroque Music has been an indispensable 

resource for the major theorists of musical rhetoric and as a catalog of the rhetorical 

figures. A valuable resource for exploring the affects of keys has been Rita Steblin's 

book, A History of Key Characteristics in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries. 

 In order to exemplify various rhetorical approaches in Buxtehude's music, pieces 

from a variety of Buxtehude's keyboard genres will be examined and analyzed in terms of 

their corresponding rhetorical techniques. For the chorale settings, text-related rhetorical 

figures, such as hypotyposis (a musical representation of a word or phrase in the text) and 

assimilatio (expression of an emotion associated with the text) will be explored. The 

forms and phrase structures of three different types of chorale settings will be examined: 

the chorale prelude, the chorale fantasia, and the chorale variation. In studying these 

chorale settings, expressive figures will be observed in relation to the associated texts in 

order to identify the use and efficacy of these rhetorical figures. The variation sets will be 

approached from the standpoint of theme and variations as a statement and 

commentaries, and in relation to any associated text. The rhetorical implications for each 

variation will be considered, including the use of various dance forms. For the suites also, 

rhetorical theory will be applied within the context of the general affects of the dance 

forms. For contrapuntal works, Daniel Harrison's musical interpretation of status (a legal 

issue to be resolved) will be discussed, along with its musically motivated resolution 

within the context of Buxtehude's three-part variation canzona form. Finally, analysis 
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concerning the praeludia will center around the concept of the classical dispositio 

shaping the musical form, and will build upon the works of Sharon Gorman, Lawrence 

Archbold, Paul Collins, Leon Couch, and Peter Dirksen. For the analysis of sectional 

compositions, such as the praeludia, these methods will highlight connections between 

the formal divisions (classical dispositio) in oratory and the corresponding sections in the 

composition, and elucidate possible meanings of established rhetorical and affective 

figures in the context of the form. The stylus phantasticus, a rhapsodic and unrestrained 

style common to the free sections of these sectional organ works, will be defined and 

analyzed according to its purpose and function in the praeludia. Along with the 

seemingly improvisational aspects of this style, motivic unity will be explored as a factor 

of formal coherency and musical expressivity. These analyses are intended to establish a 

guide for performers to Buxtehude's expressive musical style, thereby aiding musicians in 

making stylistically appropriate interpretive decisions in performing his music. This 

study will also address the problems, opportunities, and processes involved in performing 

the manualiter works on the piano. 

 Throughout the study, possible topics and affects of each composition or 

movement will be considered based on tempo, rhythm, and affects of the keys (as 

suggested by various theorists of the Baroque era), along with any other pertinent 

observations. For rhetorical analysis in all the above genres, Dietrich Bartel's book, 

Musica Poetica, will be a frequent resource, as it offers thorough discussions on fifteen of 

the most significant rhetorical theorists and their treatises dated from the sixteenth to the 
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beginning of the nineteenth centuries, with an emphasis on rhetorical practices of North 

German Baroque musicians. 
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CHAPTER II: BACKGROUND 

 Buxtehude's Life 

 Danish-German composer Dietrich Buxtehude (c.1637-1707) is known primarily 

for his organ works, but also composed several works for harpsichord, which include 

nineteen suites and several sets of variations on secular tunes. He also composed a 

number of manualiter organ works, including praeludia, canzonas, and forty-seven 

chorale settings, many of which are often played on harpsichord.10 Aside from his 

keyboard works, Buxtehude was prolific in his output of instrumental, vocal, and sacred 

choral compositions.11 He was the leading composer of the North German organ school 

of the mid-Baroque era, which also included such composers as Matthias Weckmann, 

Niklaus Bruhns, George Böhm, and Johann Adam Reincken.12 

 Certain details of Buxtehude's early life are unclear. Most scholars believe that 

Buxtehude was born in Helsingborg, Denmark (now part of Sweden).13 The exact date of 

his birth is unknown; the only reference to an approximate birth date is given in his 

obituary, which states, "he lived about 70 years."14 This evidence, along with the well-

                                                        

 10 Snyder, Organist in Lübeck, 414-23.   

 11 Snyder, Organist in Lübeck, 423-24, 404-13.  

 12 Snyder, Organist in Lübeck, 25. 

 13 Hutchins, Man and His Music, 28.  

 14 Snyder, Organist in Lübeck, 4.  
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established fact of his death on May 9, 1707, places his date of birth at approximately 

1637. 

 Buxtehude most likely received his early education in a Lateinschule (Latin 

school) in Helsingør, with a classical curriculum that included both music and rhetoric. 

His early organ studies were most likely with his father, Hans Jensen Buxtehude, who 

himself was a reputable organist.15 In 1657, Buxtehude became the organist at the 

Marienkirche in Helsingborg, the same position his father had held when Dietrich was a 

child.16 Buxtehude's salary was so small at Helsingborg, however, that he had difficulty 

supporting himself. So, in 1660, he accepted a position at Helsingør for more than twice 

the salary of his former position. In 1668, he was selected for the prestigious position of 

Organist and Werckmeister at the Marienkirche of Lübeck, where he remained until his 

death in 1707.17 It was at Lübeck that Buxtehude established his international reputation 

as an organist and composer, solidifying his fame in the Abendmusiken concerts held 

periodically at the church, where many of his most important compositions were 

premiered.18 

 At the time when Buxtehude auditioned for this position, it had been customary 

for the successor to marry the eldest daughter of his predecessor. Buxtehude did so, 
                                                        

  15 Hutchins, Man and His Music, 28.   

 16 Hutchins, Man and His Music, 29. 

 17 Hutchins, Man and His Music, 29. 

 18 Hutchins, Man and His Music, 31-32. 
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taking Franz Tunder's daughter, Anna Margaretha as his bride.19 Forty years later, when 

Buxtehude auditioned his would-be successors, he upheld this custom, causing some 

difficulty in filling the position. Handel and Mattheson, among others, auditioned for it 

but refused the position, likely due to this stipulation.20 Bach walked 250 miles to meet 

Buxtehude, possibly to apply for the position, returning home more than three months 

later.21 Bach's famous walk to Lübeck, however, was not at all fruitless: his lengthy stay 

allowed him to absorb much of Buxtehude's musical mastery, and to attend the famed 

Abendmusik concerts.22 This all had a deep influence on the young Bach–an influence 

that would be passed down to generations of future composers. 

 Buxtehude and Rhetoric 

 Two aspects of Buxtehude's work must have been apparent to the young Bach–his 

use of rhetorical devices and his emphasis on chorale melodies. Indeed, both of these 

aspects were common and expected in works of a North German composer of church 

music. Throughout Buxtehude's compositions, musical-rhetorical techniques abound in 

compositions with text, in text-related pieces, and in music with no apparent relationship 

with texts, such as the praeludia and canzonas.  

                                                        

 19 Hutchins, Man and His Music, 30.  

 20 Hutchins, Man and His Music, 30.  
 
 21 Kerala J. Snyder, "To Lübeck in the Steps of Bach," The Musical Times 127 
(1986): 672. 
 
 22 Snyder, "Steps of Bach," 672. 
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 Buxtehude lived in a time and place in which classical rhetoric, and its application 

to music, was central to artistic communication. In Northern Germany and nearby 

Scandinavian countries, the Lateinschule (the setting of Buxtehude's childhood 

education) offered a classical education that included subjects from both the quadrivium 

(arithmetic, astronomy, geometry, and music) and the trivium (grammar, dialectic, and 

rhetoric). The Lutheran church, Buxtehude's primary employer, emphasized both rhetoric 

and music in preaching and worship. Buxtehude's circle of friends included composers 

and theorists who were central to the practice of musical rhetoric. His friendship with 

theorist Christoph Bernhard, author of the musico-rhetorical treatise Tractatus  kept him 

within the vanguard of musica poetica composers.  
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CHAPTER III: RHETORIC AND MUSIC 

 Rhetoric and Music in Academia 

 Although the study of rhetoric had begun to fade after reaching its zenith during 

the Renaissance period, it still shone brightly in some regions well into the Baroque 

period. In Northern Germany and nearby Scandinavian countries, the Lateinschule 

offered a classical education that included subjects from both the quadrivium and the 

trivium. The quadrivium, which consisted of arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and music, 

was considered preparatory training for the higher studies.23 These subjects were 

scientific pursuits, probing into the nature of the universe and the cosmos. The inclusion 

of music in this sector of education reveals that the ancients (and, subsequently, 

academicians of the Medieval and Renaissance) regarded the study of music in terms of 

theory and acoustics, but not so much in its performance or communicative aspect. The 

trivium was considered the higher learning, and included grammar, dialectic, and 

rhetoric.24 The three subjects of the trivium dwelt upon the nature of thought and 

communication: grammar introduced the syntax of language; dialectic examined the 

logical interaction of ideas and facts; and rhetoric fostered creative, purposeful, and 

practical thinking for use in debates and speeches.  

 

                                                        

 23 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 12.  

 24 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 12. 
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 History of Rhetoric and Music 

 Within the spectrum of academic study, the arrangement of subjects within the 

quadrivium and the trivium placed rhetoric far from music, making for an unlikely 

pairing of the two seemingly divergent subjects. Yet, even in Aristotle's time, there 

seemed to exist a common recognition of music's persuasive powers, as evidenced in the 

descriptions of modes and their purported effects on human behavior, mood, and 

morality.25 During the Medieval and Renaissance Periods, the relationship between music 

and rhetoric was certainly recognized, but was ordinarily expressed only in terms of 

music serving the text; the text carried the rhetorical message, while music supported and 

amplified its expression.26 Not until the Baroque Period did theorists begin in earnest to 

ascribe to music rhetorical qualities of its own, absent of text. The rhetorical manuals 

developed by theorists in Germany–North Germany in particular–began to catalogue 

rhetorical figures and techniques that borrowed terminology from oratory, and were in 

many cases applied to music without text.27 Writers such as Joachim Burmeister, 

Christoph Bernhard, and later, Johann Mattheson, developed systems of musical 

composition that utilized rhetorical figures in order to produce certain affects in the 

music, which would, in turn, recreate those emotions within the listener.28 Joachim 

                                                        

  25 David Carr, "The Significance of Music for the Moral and Spiritual Cultivation 
of Virtue," Philosophy of Music Education Review 14 (2006), 104.  
 
 26 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 51. 
 
 27 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 52. 
 
 28 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 31. 
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Burmeister's 1606 treatise Musica poetica emerged as the most influential of these 

rhetorical manuals, and reflected the North German viewpoints regarding the 

numerological and linguistic characteristics of music.29  

 This unique dual understanding of musical rhetoric (numerological and linguistic) 

flourished in Northern Germany due to the teachings of the great Protestant Reformation 

leader, Martin Luther (1483–1546), who believed that music was a "gift and largesse of 

God,"30 given so that, through cultivation of this art, humankind could praise him more 

perfectly. The numerical proportions in music and acoustics mirrored those in nature 

(God's creation), and were the basis and foundation for the Lutheran musician's 

cosmological view of music's power and purpose. Luther also addressed literary and 

oratorical connections with music, according music the second highest honor, next to the 

Word of God.31 He strove to connect music to the Word, stating that "the prophets 

cultivated no art so much as music in that they attached their theology not to geometry, 

nor to arithmetic, nor to astronomy, but to music, speaking the truth through psalms and 

hymns."32  

                                                        

 
 29 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 12-17. 

 30 Walter E. Buszin, "Luther on Music,” The Musical Quarterly 32 (1946): 88. 

 31 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 4. 

 32 Buszin, "Luther on Music," 84. 
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 From the rhetorical manuals of Burmeister and other theorists grew a new branch 

of musical rhetoric known by the title of Burmeister's treatise, Musica poetica. As an 

educational movement, musica poetica created a bridge between the quadrivium and the 

trivium by embodying both the cosmological (in the numerical ratios found in acoustics 

and throughout nature) and the rhetorical (embracing the literary and oratorical arts) 

aspects of musical understanding.  

 The emphasis on rhetoric in the music and writings of the North German 

composers and theorists was a product of their classical education at the Lateinschule, 

whose curricula in the quadrivium and the trivium were deeply rooted in the writings of 

the ancient Greeks and Romans, such as Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintilian. The ancients 

held in high esteem the ability to move, instruct, and delight an audience through speech, 

and sought ways of organizing speeches that would include both intellectual and 

emotional types of persuasion. 

 Ethos, Logos, Pathos 

 In his Rhetoric, Aristotle set forth a definition of rhetoric, relating it to one's 

ability to choose the proper forms of persuasion in a given argument.33 When one hears a 

speaker, one is inclined either to believe his words (to be persuaded by them) or to be 

skeptical of them. Aristotle observed that people are persuaded by other means besides 

                                                        

  33 Aristotle, Poetics and Rhetoric. Poetics translated by S. H. Butcher. Rhetoric 
translated by W. Rhys Roberts. (New York: Barnes and Noble Classics, 2005): 105.   
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logical, rational thinking, and identified three modes of persuasion: ethos, logos, and 

pathos.34  

 The term ethos refers to a speaker's credibility, and can be defined as the essence 

and trustworthiness of a speaker. A good person, or a person believed to be good, will be 

readily believed and trusted. Likewise, a person who possesses education or experience in 

a given field has thereby earned credibility for speaking on that subject, and is also 

accorded ethos. A speaker can also garner credibility from an audience by referring to a 

common experience or emotional event, by affecting a common style, or through humor. 

It might be said that ethos is analogous to dressing appropriately for a given event. A 

proper ethos, then, is dependent upon an accurate assessment of the audience and the 

occasion. 

 In music, ethos can be built by means of evoking tradition, by referring to suitable 

styles, or quoting known themes. The use of familiar forms, such as dance suites, would 

have produced an ethos-building effect during the Baroque era. Drawing upon these 

traditions, composers were able to speak easily with their audiences, while attaching new 

messages and meanings to forms with which their listeners were comfortable and 

knowledgeable. 

 Logos is the logical presentation of an argument, which includes a clear, well-

planned discourse and proof. Aristotle held the belief that logos should be the only 

necessary element in an argument, but admitted that, in reality, ethos and pathos were 

                                                        

 34 Aristotle, Poetics and Rhetoric, 105.   
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needed to win over an audience and move them to action.35 Logos functions as the 

backbone of an argument, and is employed in order to lend credibility to the argument, 

bolstering it with intellectual weight and substance. 

 In music, logos is represented by intellectual materials such as contrapuntal 

devices and fugues. Logical progression of harmonies and proper voice leading also 

exemplify the concept of logos (as well as ethos) in a musical composition. Motivic unity 

and development, while solidifying structure, also carry a narrative function in an 

unfolding musical oration. 

 Pathos is the emotional element of an argument. While an argument based solely 

upon pathos can be viewed as manipulative or groundless and illogical, the use of pathos 

can also be appropriate and effective when it assumes its rightful supportive role; 

presenting the facts does not in itself constitute persuasive speaking. Aristotle observed 

that, even if an audience was convinced of the rightness and truthfulness of the orator's 

argument, neither the facts themselves (logos) nor the reputation of the speaker (ethos) 

were sufficient to move them to action.36 The emotional element and urgency of the 

moment (pathos) was reserved for this purpose. In order for a listener to be moved to 

action, the motivation must come from within, as a result of a catharsis inspired by the 

speaker. 

                                                        

 35 Aristotle, Poetics and Rhetoric, 105. 

 36 Aristotle, Poetics and Rhetoric, 105. 
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 Pathos, in music, assumes the vital role of stirring the emotions of the listener. 

Suspensions, chromatic melodies and harmonies, and violent contrasts are the agents of 

pathos, as they musically depict extreme emotional conditions. A joyful melody, a sad 

harmony, a vibrant rhythm, and a majestic orchestral tutti each evoke pathos in different 

ways. 

 In short, ethos is about the speaker, logos is about the message, and pathos is 

about the listener. It is equally true, however, that all three elements are about one thing: 

the perception of the audience. Proper balance between the three elements is necessary to 

craft an effective speech or argument; different types of speeches require different 

balances of ethos, logos, and pathos.  The orator must decide which mixture of these 

three persuasive modes will best serve the purposes of the argument, and then organize 

and present the speech accordingly. If all three elements work together properly, the 

result is that of a worthy messenger delivering a worthwhile message to a receptive 

audience.  

 Form and Expression in Speech and Music 

 While ethos, logos, and pathos were recognized as the three necessary elements of 

an effective speech, orators were well aware of a need for an overarching structure for 

their arguments. Orators were trained in several categories of speaking techniques in 

order to invent and organize the content of the speech (inventio and dispositio), to 
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emphasize ideas within the speech (elocutio), to memorize the speech (memoria), and to 

deliver the speech (pronunciatio).37 

 Inventio refers to the invention of ideas, and includes both the topic (topos) and 

the content of the message.38 Therefore, it is related to both ethos and logos discussed 

earlier. Effective inventio depends on a suitable perception of the occasion to select the 

proper topos and means of presentation. 

 The dispositio, or form, of the speech is important to its delivery, in that the ideas 

are organized in an advantageous manner to facilitate the intentions of the speaker. The 

classical dispositio allowed for both intellectual and emotional arguments, while also 

refuting opposing ideas. A five-part form clarified the argument, and included an 

introduction (exordium), the main message (narratio or propositio), supporting facts and 

proofs (confirmatio), refutation of opposing ideas (confutatio), and finally the conclusion 

(peroratio). 

 Elocutio refers to figures of speech, the ordering of ideas for emotional impact, 

and tropes, such as metaphors. This element of speech or writing helps to emphasize and 

illustrate ideas, making them more memorable for the listener or reader. Elocutio deals 

                                                        

  37 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 68. 

 38 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 77. 
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with the usage of both emotional and intellectual materials, but emphasizes the listener's 

or reader's attentiveness and response.39 

 Memoria and pronunciatio (memory and delivery) deal with the delivery of an 

oration, and are not emphasized in musical rhetoric. Todd Borgerding and others have 

argued that pronunciatio should be included more in discussions of musical rhetoric, as it 

assumes an important role in musical performance.40 In the context of musical 

performance, pronunciatio is manifested in the judicious and expressive pauses, timing, 

and understanding of musical syntax and phrasing.  

 By understanding these basics of rhetoric, and the ways the discipline has been 

linked to music, one can begin to formulate methods of analyzing music to uncover its 

rhetorical content. The next several chapters will deal with these analytical methods as 

applied to several genres of Buxtehude's keyboard music. 

                                                        

 39 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 82.  
 
 40 Todd Borgerding, "Preachers, Pronunciatio, and Music: Hearing Rhetoric in 
Renaissance Sacred Polyphony," The Musical Quarterly 82 (1998): 587. 
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CHAPTER IV: ANALYTICAL PRINCIPLES 

 Rhetoric is the art of persuasion. Therefore, any rhetorical analysis should start 

with a simple question: "What is the persuasive aim in the speech or composition?" 

Another question naturally follows: "What are the rhetorical means by which the orator 

or composer accomplish this goal?" As with speech, different styles of music have 

different functions, intended audiences, and means of persuasion. This persuasion has 

three main goals: to establish a connection between a speaker and the audience, to bring 

about an emotional response, and to increase the profile of an idea. Karl Braunschweig 

refers to those figures that help a speaker make a connection with the audience "figures of 

reference,"41 (Chaim Perleman calls them "figures of communion").42  Figures that 

increase the profile of an idea, or make it more memorable, are called "figures of 

presence."43 

 A rhetorical figure that establishes or strengthens the bond between a speaker and 

the audience–a figure of communion or reference–contributes to the ethos of the speaker, 

and thus elevates the attentiveness of the audience. This can be accomplished through 

reference to a common experience or by speaking in a common style, on subjects that 

resonate with the audience. 
                                                        

  41 Karl Braunschweig, "Rhetorical Types of Phrase Expansion in the Music of J. 
S. Bach," Intégral 18/19 (2004/2005): 81-82.  
 
 42 Chaim Perleman and L. Olbrechts-Tyteca. The New Rhetoric: A Treatise on 
Argumentation, trans. John Wilkinson and Purcell Weaver. (Notre Dame: University of 
Notre Dame Press, 1969): 174-79. 
 
 43 Braunschweig, "Phrase Expansion," 81. 
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 When acting as a figure of presence, a rhetorical figure in speech has the function 

of expanding, or increasing the profile of, a given idea or detail. A common example is 

the rhetorical figure auxesis, or the arrangement of ideas in ascending order of intensity. 

In musical terms, this might correspond to a rising sequence with a repeated motive. The 

motive stays essentially the same, but becomes more intense with each repetition at a 

higher pitch level. The profile of the idea can be increased either in an intellectual 

manner, confirming logos, or by emotional means, emphasizing pathos.  

 Another method of analyzing musical rhetoric is to trace the compositional 

method through which it was created. The theoretical writings we know as musica 

poetica treatises were, at their inception, essentially composition manuals. In his book, 

Musica Poetica: Musical-rhetorical Figures in German Baroque Music, Dietrich Bartel 

describes a three step process by which composers were commonly instructed to select 

materials for their compositions: determining the topos, selecting the appropriate key or 

mode, and placing it in the proper tempo, meter, and rhythm.44 If the composer were to 

set an existing text, the topos would be predetermined, and would suggest certain keys, 

meters, and rhythms. If the piece were a free composition or a contrapuntal work without 

a cantus firmus, the topos would be decided according to the occasion at which the music 

would be performed, or at the composer's discretion.  

 In order to arrive at an apt rhetorical analysis, then, it becomes useful–perhaps 

necessary–to retrace the compositional steps as closely as possible. For a chorale setting, 

                                                        

 44 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 77.  
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then, the analysis would begin with the text or text reference, if available. The key or 

mode would come next, followed by meter and rhythm. Although Bartel's list did not 

address form, it is possible that form could be considered in conjunction with text to 

determine how the structure of the text is expressed musically, or as an expression of 

topos, such as the use of dance forms and rhythms. Rhetorical figures, also not mentioned 

here by Bartel, would nonetheless remain an important factor in determining rhetorical 

content. 

 Although the dance suite has no words to help guide the process of rhetorical 

analysis, there are ways in which composers have used dance forms and rhythms for 

rhetorical purposes. The first, as mentioned above, is to make a connection with an 

audience that is comfortable with the style and knowledgeable about the various 

movements of the suite. The second is through purposeful use of keys to project a given 

affection. The third rhetorical principle is to realize–through tempo, melodic shapes, 

rhythmic patterns, and harmonic means–the ideal affections intended for the various 

dance movements, as will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 7.   

 Even more abstract than the wordless dance suites are the instrumental 

contrapuntal works. Although rhetoric has shared a long history with counterpoint, 

reaching a zenith in renaissance polyphony, this coexistence was largely prompted by 

clear meanings from the texts of choral music. In the instrumental forms, such as the 

canzona, rhetoric manifests in the form of a musical issue, or status, which is also 
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resolved musically.45 Rhetorical figures, such as hypallage, or an inversion of the 

intervals–an "upside down" version of a musical idea–are placed into use in convincing 

ways to resolve these musical issues. 

 In larger works, such as the praeludia, form takes on a clear rhetorical dimension 

with the use of the classical dispositio. In these sectional works, the structure of a 

forensic speech is musically manifested in both the emotional and intellectual facets of 

persuasive language. Each section mirrors the purpose and effect of a lawyer's argument, 

with the corresponding rhetorical figures supporting the expressive aims of the various 

sections, whether the persuasion is of an emotional or intellectual character.46  

 The analyses contained in the following chapters are not intended as definitive 

interpretations, but rather suggestions based on rhetorical principles and observations. 

The guiding principle is that of supplying performers with a structure on which to build a 

persuasive case for the music to the audience. These rhetorical approaches clarify the 

performer's purpose–to persuade the audience–and at the same time, present tools to 

accomplish the task. 

 

                                                        

 45 Daniel Harrison, "Rhetoric and Fugue: An Analytical Application." Music 
Theory Spectrum 12 (1990): 10.  
 
  46 Gorman, Rhetoric and Affect, 25. 
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CHAPTER V: CHORALE SETTINGS 

 Buxtehude composed three types of chorale settings for keyboard: preludes, 

fantasies, and variations. A chorale prelude is a short setting of a single verse of a 

chorale. A chorale fantasy is a work that musically develops each line of a chorale text to 

form a sectional composition, displaying greater musical variety than is found in the 

chorale prelude. Chorale variations treat multiple verses of a chorale tune. Each verse is 

set as a self-contained variation based on the chorale tune, but reflects the mood and 

character of a particular verse of text. 

 For a North German composer of Buxtehude's time, the Lutheran chorale 

represented a vibrant connection with religious tradition in its use of modes and chant 

melodies, while also offering something distinctly German and contemporary in the 

Protestant texts and free adaptations of the tune in chorale settings. In an age when an 

increasing preference for tonality was marginalizing the use of modality, these chorales 

and chorale settings offered stability and, for worshippers, presented an ethos of 

continuity in religious expression. Buxtehude composed forty-seven chorale settings for 

keyboard, many of which were discussed and taught by theorists as examples of modal 

composition.47 

 

 

                                                        

 47 Geoffrey Webber, "Modes and Tones in Buxtehude's Organ Works," Early 
Music 35 (2007): 355. 
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 Chorale Prelude: Jesus Christus, unser Heiland, BuxWV 198 

 A typical example of a modal chant-based chorale is found in the following 

chorale prelude, titled Jesus Christus, unser Heiland: 

Musical Example 5.1: Jesus Christus, unser Heiland, Chorale Tune 
 

 

 The text of this chorale prelude is translated: "Jesus Christ our Savior, who has 

overcome death, is resurrected; the sin he has taken captive. Lord have mercy." Taking 

cues from the text and musical structure, one can explore different ways of determining 

the rhetorical content of this chorale prelude. Eva Mary Grew comments on how well 

matched the texts were to the chorale tunes–particularly in the case of the present chorale, 

Jesus Christus, unser Heiland: 

 And words and music are ideally matched. The free and varying rhythm of 
 the melody is perfectly copied by the verse, so that the poem seems to be 
 delivered in a kind of sublime rhetoric, as in the case of the Easter hymn, 'Jesus 
 Christus, unser Heiland.'48  

 

                                                        

 48 Eva Mary Grew, "Martin Luther and Music," Music and Letters 19 (1938): 74.   
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 As mentioned in the previous chapter, Baroque composers typically engaged in 

three phases of rhetorical composition:49 inventio, dispositio, and elucutio, drawn from 

the five elements of rhetoric. For the inventio, there were three steps to arriving at the 

musical materials: determining the topos, selecting the appropriate key or mode, and 

placing the composition in the proper tempo, meter, and rhythm.  

 The first step was to determine the topos, or topic, of the piece. The text of the 

chorale states the contrasting topoi as redemptive suffering and resurrection. With the 

topoi in place, it was then possible to begin the selection of appropriate and effective 

musical materials.  

 The second step was to select the appropriate key or mode. In Buxtehude's 

chorale settings, he often used Lutheran chorales based on chants, which were modal in 

their original forms. Jesus Christus, unser Heiland uses the plagal dorian (hypodorian) 

mode, or tone II, in its traditional transposition, up a 4th, placing the final on G. Conrad 

Matthei describes this mode, saying "[es] hat von Natur eine ernsthaffte, traurige 

Gravität,"50 which translates, "[it] has by nature a solemn, sad gravitas."51 Christoph 

Bernhard also offers a characterization of the hypodorian: "Seine Natur ist kläglich, 

                                                        

 49 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 77.  
 
 50 Conrad Matthaei, Bericht von den Modis Musicis, (Königsberg: Joseph 
Reusner, 1652): 88. 
 
 51 Webber, Modes and Tones, 355. 
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demüthig, daher zu Betrübniss unt Elend wohl anzubringen,"52 or, "its nature is doleful 

and submissive, hence good to employ for grief and misery."53 

 However, in Buxtehude's harmonization of the chant melody, tonality asserts 

itself with an emphasis on the plagal C minor, introducing expressiveness and tonal 

ambiguity. In fact, Buxtehude expands on the plagal identity of the hypodorian tune by 

introducing a bewildering array of plagal relationships in his harmonizations. A 

simplified version of harmonies in measures 1 to 3 reveals no fewer than three distinct 

plagal relationships: C minor to G minor (measure 1), Bb major to F major (measure 2), 

and a hint at another, F major to C major (measure 3): 

Musical Example 5.2: Buxtehude, Jesus Christus, unser Heiland, BuxWV 198,  
mm. 1-3 (harmonic reduction) 
 

 

 These plagal relationships supplant the usual emphasis of the dominant D minor 

triad–a cadence on which does not appear until measure 7. The primary plagal 

relationship of G minor to D minor that is so readily perceived in the chant is thus 

obscured by Buxtehude's plagal wanderings and the resulting emphasis on the C minor to 

                                                        

 52 J. Müller-Blattau, Die Kompositionslehre Heinrich Schützens in der Fassung 
seines Schülers Christoph Bernhard, (Kassel, New York: Bärenreiter, 1963): 95.   
 
 53 Webber, Modes and Tones, 355. 
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G minor relationship. One might posit that these peregrinations suggest the meanderings 

of the human spirit and the need for the stabilizing influence of a savior, the primary 

topos suggested by the title of the chorale. 

 The third step in the topos-driven compositional process was to choose the tempo, 

meter, and rhythms. The tempo of this chorale is slow, and in 4/2, the combination of 

which was often used to express negative affections such as suffering and pain.54 The 

rhythms in the chorale tune (adapted from a chant) are all half notes and whole notes. The 

slow and solemn eighth and sixteenth notes in the supporting lines convey an effect of 

plodding footsteps, perhaps suggesting the tortured journey of Christ to his crucifixion. 

The third and central phrase sets the words "ist auferstanden," or "is resurrected," which 

is the only positive affection in the text of the verse. This coincides with the highest 

melodic cadence point, on the note A, the other phrases ending on either D or G.  

 Examining the phrase structure, one can observe something of an arch shape, with 

the only non-repeated phrase occupying the central position in the melodic structure:  

a b c a' b. The word "auferstanden" or "resurrected" is at the center of this eleven 

measure tune: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                        

 54 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 46-47. 
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Musical Example 5.3: Jesus Christus, unser Heiland, Phrase Structure 
 

 

In Buxtehude's setting, the bass rises to its highest note D, painting the text 

"auferstanden," on the downbeat of the 13th measure–again, the exact center of the 

composition. 

 In terms of rhetorical figures, the figure catabasis denotes the descending lines 

that suggest the sorrowfulness and downward path of sin. The text for this phrase is "die 

sünd hat er gefangen," which translates, "the sins he has taken captive." In the music, 

particularly the middle voice, one can hear an implication of Christ descending to Hell to 

pay the price for the sins of the world: 

Musical Example 5.4: Buxtehude, Jesus Christus, unser Heiland, BuxWV 198, mm. 15-18 
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 The rising chromatic lines in lower voices (anabasis) might reinforce the concept 

of resurrection and of lifting us out of our sins, while the chromatic inflections (passus 

duriusculus) and minor harmonies reflect the serious mood suggested by the text relating 

to Christ taking on our sins: 

Musical Example 5.5: Buxtehude, Jesus Christus, unser Heiland, BuxWV 198, mm. 19-23 
 

 

 Chorale Fantasia: Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern, BuxWV 223 

 A chorale fantasia is a chorale setting in which each phrase or line of text in a 

chorale is musically expanded and treated separately. This creates a form that is akin to 

that of a sectional composition, as can be seen in Buxtehude's chorale fantasia Wie schön 

leuchtet der Morgenstern, BuxWV 223. Kerala Snyder comments that chorale fantasias 

"resemble praeludia in their strong sectional contrasts and the vocal concerto in their 

opposing bodies of sound."55 The genre seems to have arisen from the common practice 

of organists to improvise on motets, which was often required as an element of auditions 

for church positions.  

                                                        

 55 Snyder, Organist in Lübeck, 262.  
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 Snyder continuing her discussion of Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern, 

comments that it "cycles through the chorale melody twice, which is unusual, the second 

time as a gigue fugue."56 Here is an examination of the text of this chorale, and of 

Buxtehude's rhetorical treatment of the chorale tune in the fantasia: 

Musical Example 5.6: Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern, Chorale Tune 
 

 

 How beautifully shines the morning star 
 full of grace and truth from the Lord,  
 The sweet root of Jesse!  
 You son of David from the line of Jacob,  
 My king and my bridegroom,  
 Have taken possession of my heart, 
 Lovely, friendly,  
 Beautiful and glorious, great and honourable, 
 Rich in gifts,  
 Lofty and exalted in splendour! 

 

                                                        

 56 Snyder, Organist in Lübeck, 265. 
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 Based on the text, the topoi for this chorale fantasia can be interpreted as: 

Morning Splendor, Marriage (Bride of Christ), and Eternal Life. Holy subjects are 

traditionally communicated in triplets and triple meters;57 both are found throughout the 

fantasia. In addition, the piece is set in three voices, strengthening the numerological tie 

to holy expression. 

 The chorale tune begins in the bass, written in dotted whole notes in 6/4 meter. It 

begins with a single entry of the first note of the chorale tune in the bass, joined in the 

second measure by the alto voice, and in the fourth measure by the soprano voice: 

Musical Example 5.7: Buxtehude, Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern, BuxWV 223, 
mm. 1-7 

 

  The gradual adding of voices, as well as the upward trajectory of pitch, suggest a 

sunrise and a morning awakening–possibly even the onset of spring. The suggestion of 

birdcalls in measures 58-62 further support these impressions: 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                        

 57 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 16. 
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Musical Example 5.8: Buxtehude, Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern, BuxWV 223, 
mm. 58-59 

 

 In measures 63-70, triplets energize a rising pattern, an anabasis, as each voice, in 

turn, shares in a "resurrection." This passage may suggest Christ coming for his bride, the 

church, and transporting them to their eternal home: 

Musical Example 5.9: Buxtehude, Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern, BuxWV 223, 
mm. 63-67 

 

 A brief recitativo in measures 74-76 offers a time for reflection and a welcome 

improvisatory flexibility in the midst of the constancy of moving notes, after which is 

heard an echo of the opening idea, imparting the impression of a new beginning: 

Musical Example 5.10: Buxtehude, Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern, BuxWV 223, 
mm. 74-78 
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 Fugues often represent legality and certainty of events. Manfred Bukofzer, 

referring to a Bach fugue, observed that "the fugue and canon are evidently an allegory 

of law, since the fugue and the canon are the most rigid forms of musical 

composition."58 The fugal section beginning at measure 136 in Wie schön leuchtet der 

Morgenstern, in addition to expressing the joy of marital union through the gigue, might 

also carry the connotation of a legal contract–a marriage covenant between God and man: 

Musical Example 5.11: Buxtehude, Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern, BuxWV 223, 
mm. 136-139 
 

 

 The final anabasis leads to the highpoint of the fantasia, both in pitch level and in 

pitch range, exceeding the upper limitations of the treble staff. Burmeister referred to this 

high pitch range as a "transgression of the modus" of the composition, and applied the 

rhetorical term hyperbole.59 The bass note G on the downbeat of measure 192, almost a 

hypobole by Burmeister's definition (extending the pitch range below the bass staff),60 

supports this climactic event. These transgressions of modus were intended to depict 

                                                        

 58 Manfred Bukofzer, "Allegory in Baroque Music," Journal of the Warburg 
Institute 3 (1939-1940): 14.  
 59 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 303-04.  
 
 60 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 303-04. 
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"unheard of, monstrous, and abhorrently unnatural" thoughts61–decidedly negative 

connotations. In the present context, they seem equally unheard of, but quite positive and 

perhaps supernatural, reflecting the words, "Lofty and exalted in splendour!" 

Musical Example 5.12: Buxtehude, Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern, BuxWV 223, 
mm. 189-192 

 

 Chorale Variations: Auf meinen lieben Gott, BuxWV 179 

 This chorale variation set is unique among Buxtehude's works in that the theme 

and four variations form the movements of a dance suite: allemande, double, sarabande, 

courante, and gigue. While these variations exhibit the outward form and even some 

inward rhythmic characteristics of a dance suite, they lack the repeated sections that 

would normally characterize a true dance suite. The chorale text has five verses, one for 

each variation of the piece, a fact that invites exploration of the affects of each verse, both 

general and specific. Here is the tune and the text for this chorale: 

 
 
 
 

                                                        

 61 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 304.  
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Musical Example 5.13: Auf meinen lieben Gott, Chorale Tune 
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 Given the fact that there are five verses of text in this chorale, it seems plausible 

that Buxtehude intended to use each of the five dances of the suite, including the double 

of the allemande, to carry the affect of a verse of text in the chorale. Further evidence for 

this is the fact that Buxtehude changed the usual order of the dance movements, 

switching the positions of the courante and sarabande, possibly to fit the order of the 

verses more suitably. If this is indeed the case, one should be able to find correlations 

between the general affect of each dance and the text of its corresponding verse in the 

chorale. It should be noted, however, that these variations, aside from the theme itself, do 

not fit the text "syllable to note." Rather, they offer an expressive and rhetorical subtext 

for the music, and provide a point of departure for excursions of a musical imagination.  

 Auf meinen lieben Gott is presented in the key of E minor. This key–and this very 

chorale–is described by J. A. Schrader in his Kleines Taschenwörtbuch der Musik (1827): 

 E minor sounds in quiet, gentle tones; submission, firm perseverance and trust in 
 God make up the character of this key...[it conveys] the expression of deep, 
 innocent suffering.62 

 
 Christian Friedrich Daniel Schubart, in his Ideen zu einer Ästhetik der Tonkunst, 

characterizes this key as a "lament without grumbling,"63 an affect that is certainly in line 

with the meaning of the text as a whole, or at least the parts that deal with death and with 

the speaker's sinful nature. But even though the piece is in E minor, it makes frequent 

                                                        

 62 Rita Steblin, A History of Key Characteristics in the Eighteenth and Early 
Nineteenth Centuries, 2nd Ed. (University of Rochester Press, 2002): 178.  
 
  63 Steblin, Key Characteristics, 119.  
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excursions into G major, which Schubart describes as "gratitude for true friendship and 

faithful love."64 Each verse ends on the picardy third, or E major chord, which, for 

Schubart, carries the affect of "full delight."65 These passages can be interpreted as 

pointing to a hope in Christ's provision of forgiveness and the prospect of eternal life. 

 Allemande 

 The first verse is cast as an allemande. Comparing the original chorale melody to 

that of the allemande, the altered rhythms and ornamentation are readily apparent: 

Musical Example 5.14: Buxtehude, Auf meinen lieben Gott, Allemande, mm. 1-3 

 

This verse, the theme, differs from the other variations in that it is possible to sing the 

first verse of text to its melody, in spite of the altered rhythms and ornaments. Referring 

to the text of the first verse, the trill in measure 1 emphasizes the word "lieben," or 

"beloved," as the melodic line ascends to "God." Likewise, as the line is descending in 

measure 3, the ornaments emphasize the word "Angst," or "anxiety." Paired as opposites, 

it can be observed that one cancels out the other; "Perfect love casts out fear (1 John 

                                                        

 64 Steblin, Key Characteristics, 119. 

 65 Steblin, Key Characteristics, 117. 
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4:18)." This pairing of opposites corresponds to a rhetorical figure known as antithesis,66 

and is also a hallmark of Lutheran theology.67 

 Double 

 The second verse, according to this interpretive scheme, would be represented by 

the double of the allemande. The text here is translated "Although my sins oppose me." A 

quasi-imitative pattern at the beginning of the variation might give the impression of the 

speaker (the right hand melody) being pursued by a dark and evil entity (the left hand 

imitative figure), perhaps representing an ever-present temptation or the persistent guilt 

from past sins. Whenever the right hand attempts to flee, the left hand "opposes:" 

Musical Example 5.15: Buxtehude, Auf meinen lieben Gott, Double, mm. 14-16 

 

  The multi-voice imitative texture of quick four-note motives seems to indicate 

that the sins are many, which only increases the sense of urgency. Adhering to the idea of 

linking this music to its corresponding text, this passage utilizes a rhetorical figure known 

                                                        

  66 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 197. 
 
 67 Shelbie Renee Simmons, Dialog and Dualism: A Study of Lutheran Theology 
Applied to Selected Buxtehude Vocal Cantatas (DMA Diss., University of Oklahoma, 
2006): 7. 
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as assimilatio, "a musical representation of the text's imagery."68 This figure is not to be 

confused with hypotyposis (word-painting), as word painting simply imitates the meaning 

of a word in the text, while assimilatio interprets the text, or actually expresses the 

emotion of it. Whereas hypotyposis normally represents a single image or action, 

assimilatio seems to embody an ongoing, continuous experience that is referenced in the 

text. As Dietrich Bartel explains, "The music re-presents (referre) the text, instead of 

reflecting the words."69 

 Sarabande 

 The text associated with this third verse of Auf meinen lieben Gott is set in a slow 

and somber sarabande, and deals with death: 

   
 

 The rising figure (Musical Example 5.16) seems to emphasize not the sadness of 

death, but rather the transformational aspect of being transported to a higher realm. A 

rhetorical figure that exemplifies this exalted affect is anabasis, "an ascending musical 

passage which expresses ascending or exalted images or affections."70 

                                                        

 68 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 207.  

 69 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 207. 
 
 70 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 179-80. 
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 The feature of the sarabande that is most commonly discussed and easiest to 

distinguish is the prominent accent on the second beat of the measure. This accent is 

normally produced through a lengthening of the melodic note: 

 
Musical Example 5.16: Buxtehude, Auf meinen lieben Gott, Sarabande, mm. 28-31 

 

 
 Since this sarabande is related to a text (a verse in the chorale Auf meinen lieben 

Gott), it might share rhetorical traits with sung sarabandes. Even in an instrumental 

sarabande (with no text), it would seem reasonable that a performer consider playing 

with the same rhythmic emphasis as in a sung sarabande, substituting subtle rhythmic 

emphases and agogic accents for the prosody of speech. In any case, the sarabande in Auf 

meinen lieben Gott, even as an instrumental sarabande, has a programmatic basis–

perhaps even an exact text–upon which a performer can rely for interpretation. On the 

subject of prosody in singing sarabandes, Ranum refers to dance manuals, such as the 

1668 handbook of Bénigne de Bacilly, and summarizes: 

 ...a long syllable on the final note of a bar must seem long to the ear. It should 
 not be neglected as if it were an embarrassing error by the librettist, simply 
 on the grounds that it occupies a weak position in the bar or is a candidate for the 
 rhythmic alteration of notes inégales.71 

                                                        

 71 Patricia Ranum, "Audible Rhetoric and Mute Rhetoric: The Seventeenth-
Century French Sarabande," Early Music 14 (1986): 26-27.  
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 Another rhetorical effect here is the use of the unexpected silences at m. 43 and 

51. These are called either suspiratio, representing a sigh, or aposiopesis, which is a 

pause due to great emotion. Both of these pauses come just before resolutions at 

cadences, and are immediately preceded by cadential trills, which heighten the 

expectation for the delayed chords.   

Musical Example 5.17: Buxtehude, Auf meinen lieben Gott, Sarabande, mm. 40-43 

 

In all of this, one can readily ascertain the rich rhetorical basis for the sarabande in Auf 

meinen lieben Gott. 

 Courante 

 A courante supplies the musical structure for the fourth verse, which praises 

Christ for his patience and sacrifice on the cross. One might contemplate this meaning 

before launching into the usual fast tempo of the courante. Soon into the verse, however, 

the true focus of the text suggests itself: Christ, through his sacrifice, has won salvation 

for all believers in the eternal kingdom of Heaven.  
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 The courante, according to Mattheson, expresses "sweet hopefulness,"72 which, 

according to the Affektenlehre (Doctrine of Affections), is comprised of three passions: 

courage, longing, and joy. Observing the musical text of this courante, we can see 

evidence of these three affects. According to this interpretation, courage is found in 

measures 52-58, with the dotted rhythms and the bold ascending opening line.  

Musical Example 5.18: Buxtehude, Auf meinen lieben Gott, Courante, mm. 52-58 

 

In measures 59-66, longing seems to be the prevailing mood, with the longer legato 

notes, and aspiration to G major (in the middle, it slips back into e minor).  

 

 

 

 

 
                                                        
72 Harriss, Mattheson, Cappelmeister, 118.   
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Musical Example 5.19: Buxtehude, Auf meinen lieben Gott, Courante, mm. 59-66 

 

 Joy dominates at the end of the courante in measures 67-76, with dotted rhythms 

leading into short trills (ribatutta), a longer stay in G major, and a final cadence on an E 

major chord. 

Musical Example 5.20: Buxtehude, Auf meinen lieben Gott, Courante, mm. 67-76 
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 Gigue 

 A joyful and spirited gigue accompanies the fifth and final verse of the chorale, in 

line with the textual theme of praise and gratitude. Absent are the fugal characteristics 

that are common to many gigues. This gigue receives its energy from the brisk 12/8 time 

with almost continuous eighth note motion: 

Musical Example 5.21: Buxtehude, Auf meinen lieben Gott, Gigue, mm. 77-79 

 

 Certain details of this gigue might seem to run contrary to the generally joyful 

mood of the text, such as the minor key and the suspensions. The affect of sadness often 

associated with these details, however, is mitigated by several over-riding factors: first, 

the tempo injects a lively element into the musical text; second, the lilt of the 12/8 meter 

is kept aloft even on long melodic notes by the continuation of the eighth-note motion in 

the other voices; and, finally, the gigue ends (as do the other movements) on an E major 

chord, signaling a final victory.  

 The gigue as a dance movement has its roots, not as a dance of the royal courts, 

but as a popular dance. From its early development, the gigue has typically been 

characterized as a quick dance in triple meter, or having a triple subdivision of the beat. 

As an expression of the numerological scheme within musica poetica, triple meters or 
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subdivisions denote holy subjects, such as joy, redemption, peace, and other related 

positive affections.  

 An effective peroration in the text sums up the foregoing statements in a prayer of 

joy, praise, and commitment, as well as an appeal to the congregation to respond in like 

manner. 
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CHAPTER VI: VARIATIONS  

 Although Buxtehude was primarily a composer of sacred music, he was equally at 

home in the popular, secular styles. Aside from his nineteen dance suites, he also 

composed several sets of variations on popular tunes, which revealed his sensitivity for 

these tunes, his variation technique, and his flair for virtuosic display. They often contain 

varied repeating sections of dance movements within a single variation, which give 

variety of affect, along with clues to ornamentation on repeated sections in his suites. 

 La Capricciosa, BuxWV 250 

 His most well known variation set, La Capricciosa, is a set of thirty-two 

variations on a popular tune. In Buxtehude's typical fashion, the statement of the theme is 

counted as the first variation. Its G Major key and thirty-two variations, in part, strongly 

suggest this variation set to be a direct influence on Bach's Goldberg Variations, which 

consist of an aria, thirty variations, and a reprise of the aria. Along with these similarities, 

the two variation sets share a common tune in Kraut und Rüben (Cabbage and Beets). 

Buxtehude used this tune as the first half of the theme, whereas Bach featured it in a 

quodlibet as the thirtieth variation of his Goldberg Variations. Here is the tune and text 

upon which these variations are based: 
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Musical Example 6.1, La Capricciosa, Theme (Kraut und Rüben) 

 

 
 
 
 In a rhetorical approach to a theme and variations, the performer must convince 

listeners–through the composer's written notes and his own performance–to open their 

ears again and again to the same tune. Therefore, both variety and a progression of ideas 

must be present in the structure. It may be appropriate to view the theme and variations 

structure from the perspective of a statement (the theme) followed by several 

commentaries (variations), an event with various accounts from different witnesses, or an 

embellishment of a single story over time. Or, as suggested by the text of Kraut und 

Rüben, perhaps the rhetorical analog here is a narrative of a musical journey.  

 In the quodlibet of his Goldberg Variations, Bach used the "Cabbage and Beets" 

theme to signify distance and time since he had left home (the opening aria). He quoted 

the chorale "My young life is at an end" to suggest that the musical journey was almost 

over, and employed yet another tune, "I've been so long away," which uses the image of a 
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feather duster to hint that he would soon "brush off" the extraneous layers of musical 

artifice and return "home" to the simplicity of the unadorned aria.73  

 Like many folksongs, "Cabbage and Beets" is associated with peasant life, and 

contains comic overtones. With the dance of the bergamasca as a point of departure, 

Buxtehude set this melody with exuberance and wit. The bergamasca is a dance from 

Bergamo, a province of Italy, and suggests the mannerisms of the peasantry in that 

region.74 The quick scale passages in many of the variations can readily be understood in 

relation to the text "Cabbage and beets have driven me away:" 

Musical Example 6.2: Buxtehude, La Capricciosa, Partita 3, mm. 1-5 

 

                                                        

 73 Thomas Braatz, "The Quodlibet as Represented in Bach’s Final Goldberg 
Variation BWV 988/30," (January 2005), http://www.bach-cantatas.com/Articles/ 
BWV988-Quodlibet%5BBraatz%5D.htm. (accessed June 23, 2012).   
 
 74 Richard Hudson, et al. "Bergamasca." In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music 
Online, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/subscriber/ 
article/grove/music/02773 (accessed June 24, 2012). 
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 In contrast to the energetic scales and rhythmic patterns found in much of this 

work, one hears a slower tempo with deliberate counterpoint in the standout 12th 

variation: 

Musical Example 6.3: Buxtehude, La Capricciosa, Partita 12 

 

 This 12th variation is of particular interest because of its chromatic harmony and 

apparent comic intent, and seems rife with rhetorical possibilities. The chromatic 

movement in every voice captures the ear with its strange and humorous inflections of the 

tune. The trajectory of the first four measures is mostly downward, while that of the 

second repeated section inflects upward. The catabasis, or downward motion, in the third 

and fourth measures calls to mind some sort of decay, as if the cabbage and beets have 

gone sour. Throughout the variation, a recurring motive generates tonal ambiguity 

between major and minor, projecting uncertainty in a trial-and-error harmonization of the 

theme.  
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 In variation 13, the "driving away" effect of rapid scales heard in the opening 

variations is intensified: 

Musical Example 6.4: Buxtehude, La Capricciosa, Partita 13, mm. 1-3 

 

 Another rhetorical device Buxtehude invokes is heard in the variety of dance 

rhythms, with their corresponding meters. Kerala Snyder observes: 

 In "La Capricciosa" Buxtehude layers dance upon dance, changing the simple 
 duple meter of the Bergamasca to that of a gigue (partite 9 and 19), a sarabande 
 (partita 25), and a minuet (partite 29 and 30).75 

 The character of the bergamasca, as mentioned above, is that of a rustic peasant 

dance, with its carefree and brusque humor. It may be helpful to consider the musings of 

Johann Mattheson regarding the affects of dance forms, such as the sarabande and gigue, 

interpreting his statements in the context of these variations. Mattheson's appraisal of the 

                                                        

 75 Kerala J. Snyder, "Buxtehude, Dieterich," in Grove Music Online, Oxford 
Music Online, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/ 
subscriber/article/grove/music/04477 (accessed June 24, 2012). 
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sarabande is that it expresses ambition.76 Partita 25 can be interpreted in this light, 

perhaps expressing ambition in its expansion of the 4+4 structure into two 10 measure 

repeated sections to form a sarabande. The rising arpeggio figure, upon which the entire 

variation is built, might be seen as supporting this view, as well as the rising bass line 

found throughout much of the first repeated section.  

 Musical Example 6.5: Buxtehude, La Capricciosa, Partita 25 

 

 The gigue, as found in Partitas 9 and 19, is normally understood as projecting joy, 

but Mattheson provides another possibility, describing this lively dance with the words 

"ardent and fleeting zeal" and "passion or zeal, pride, foolish ambition and the volatile 

                                                        

 76 Harriss, Mattheson, Capellmeister, 119.  
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spirit."77 The two gigues in La Capricciosa, although they are both in 12/8, are of 

different types; Partita 9 has a loosely constructed fugato texture, treating two related 

subjects in a similar fashion within the two short repeated sections. This gigue seems to 

project joy, as well as the ardent zeal indicated by Mattheson. 

 Musical Example 6.6: Buxtehude, La Capricciosa, Partita 9 

 

 Partita 19 is figural in construction, and not imitative. Its whimsical nature is 

shown in the triplet motion and downward tumbling leaps, with the melodic lines 

harmonizing in 3rds and 6ths. 

 

 

                                                        

 77 Harriss, Mattheson, Capellmeister, 120.  
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Musical Example 6.7: Buxtehude, La Capricciosa, Partita 19, mm. 1-2 

 

 A third gigue, not mentioned by Snyder, is given in Partita 24, with a meter of 

24/16. These three gigues reveal a general progression of energy throughout the 

variations, from slow to fast. 

 Musical Example 6.8: Buxtehude, La Capricciosa, Partita 24, mm. 1-2  

 

 Partitas 29 and 30 are both minuets, a dance form which Mattheson characterized 

as displaying "moderate gaiety."  

Musical Example 6.9: Buxtehude, La Capricciosa, Partita 29, mm. 1-8 
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Musical Example 6.10: Buxtehude, La Capricciosa, Partita 30, mm. 1-8 

 

 This affect, if one holds to the allegory of a musical journey, gives a sense of 

anticipation for the joyous return, which, in turn, is fulfilled in the final two partitas, with 

their light, exuberant energy and rushing scales. 

 Musical Example 6.11: Buxtehude, La Capricciosa, Partita 31, mm. 1-2 

 

 

Musical Example 6.12: Buxtehude, La Capricciosa, Partita 32, mm. 1-2 
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CHAPTER VII: SUITES 

 The invention of the dance suite for keyboard is generally credited to two 

composers: Chambonnières and Froberger. These and other composers developed a 

keyboard style–the style brisé–based on lute figurations, compiling short collections of 

dances in the same key. In the early development of the suite, the order of the movements 

had not yet been solidified, but by the time of Buxtehude, the standard order had become 

Allemande, Courante, Sarabande, optional dances, and Gigue.  

 Buxtehude composed at least nineteen suites for the harpsichord, all written in 

organ tablature. The extant suites are found in a single manuscript source, the Ryge 

Manuscript,78 but Buxtehude evidently wrote additional suites, such as a lost set of suites 

describing the nature of the planets.79 

 The dance suite, while essentially of French origin, was developed extensively as a 

keyboard genre in Germany. Farley Hutchins offers a succinct discussion on the 

development of the suite by German composers: 

 In the dance suite, contrast was achieved through the varied stylized rhythms and 
 tempos of the dances, while unity was lent by the use of a common key. In the 
 suites of German composers greater unity was obtained by application of 
 variation technique, a melodic motive being adapted to each of the dance rhythms 

                                                        

 78 Snyder, Organist in Lübeck, 277.   
 
 79 Snyder, Organist in Lübeck, 134-35. Johann Mattheson had mentioned these 
suites, citing them as some of Buxtehude's best music. 
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 in a manner not unrelated to thematic transformation in the canzona. The 
 Germans further inclined to a more strictly contrapuntal texture.80 

 

 Suite in D minor (d'Amour), BuxWV 233 

 The variation technique, though not as thorough as that in the chorale variations 

Auf meinen lieben Gott, does, in fact, occur as a unifying element in the Suite in D minor, 

BuxWV 233. Note the opening dotted-rhythm motive and melodic contour: 

Musical Example 7.1: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Allemande d'Amour, 
mm. 1-3 

 

The courante features the same dotted-rhythm opening as the allemande, and a similar 

melodic outline: 

Musical Example 7.2: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Courante, mm. 1-4 

 

                                                        

 80 Hutchins, Man and His Music, 23. 
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Traces of the allemande are also to be found in the first sarabande. Note the similarity 

between measure 3 of the courante and measure 2 of the Sarabande d'Amour: 

Musical Example 7.3: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Sarabande d'Amour, 
mm. 1-4 

  

 The similarities between Buxtehude's style brisé writing and that of the French 

clavecinistes may stem partly from the fact that Buxtehude was an accomplished lutenist. 

Aside from this, Buxtehude's suites reveal indebtedness to those of Johann Jakob 

Froberger, and a kinship with those of his friend Johann Adam Reincken. Kerala Snyder 

remarked on some similarities between these styles: 

 The Openings of the Allemande and Courante of BuxWV 230, in C major, and 
 of Reincken's Suite in G major, bear a strong resemblance to one another and 
 in turn to Froberger's F major suite (Suite IV) from his volume of 1649.81 

 The Suite in D minor "d'Amour" might represent Froberger's style even more 

closely than the C major suite referenced above, as it shares Froberger's penchant for 

programmatic titles, thus aligning it with the French Couperin tradition. The subtitle of 

this suite is apparently intended to convey the topos "love." Does this subtitle have any 

                                                        

 81 Snyder, Organist in Lübeck, 279. 
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significance that can be detected in the musical text? If so, how is it manifested or 

expressed through the music?  

 In attempting an answer to these questions, one might first consider the key of this 

suite, D minor. Theorist Carlo Gervasone described the key of D minor as 

"affectionate."82 According to Kircher's relationships between affections and musical 

figures, love is the combination of longing and joy.83 This affect is described musically as 

unstable, with a calm tempo and a rhythm that alternates between fast and slow. 

Contrasting intervals reflecting longing and joy also characterize this passion.  

 Allemande d'Amour 

 According to Martin Heinrich Fuhrmann, the key to a suite lies in the allemande, 

which is the "proposition" of the suite. "In each case, the allemande is the weightiest 

element, from which the courante, sarabande, and gigue flow as parts."84 This allemande 

is one of two movements in this suite that carries the subtitle "d'Amour." Mattheson 

characterized the allemande as "a broken, serious, and well-constructed harmony, which 

is the image of a content or satisfied spirit, which enjoys good order and calm."85 He also 

described this suite's key of D minor as "expressive of contentment," among other 

qualities.86 To these two sources of contentment, longing and joy can be added, according 

                                                        

 82 Steblin, Key Characteristics, 243.  
 
 83 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 37. 
 
 84 Meredith Ellis Little and Suzanne G. Cusick, "Allemande." In Grove Music 
Online. Oxford Music Online, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy2.library. 
arizona.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/00613 (accessed June 24, 2012). 
 
 85 Harriss, Mattheson, Capellmeister, 117. 
 86 Steblin, Key Characteristics, 243.  
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to Kircher's description of amour. This allemande would then embody the tension that 

arises from the duality of contentment and longing. The contentment is represented by the 

moderate tempo, traditional harmonies, and medium melodic range. Longing seems to be 

the mood when a leading tone or dissonance has a delayed resolution, as in measures 14-

16: 

Musical Example 7.4: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Allemande d'Amour, 
mm. 14-16 

 

 The second repeated section features a duet between the upper and lower voices, 

suggesting a conversation between two lovers.  

Musical Example 7.5: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Allemande d'Amour, 
mm. 9-11 
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 Courante 

 To the courante, Johann Mattheson attributed an affect of "sweet hopefulness."87 

According to the Doctrine of Affections, hope results from the combination of three 

passions: courage, longing, and joy.88 Looking at this courante, one can see signs of 

courage in the opening measures, with the dotted rhythms (suggesting a military topos) 

and the rising bass line.  

Musical Example 7.6: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Courante, mm. 1-4 

 

 In measures 5-7, this courage seems to transform into longing, giving way to what 

appears to be a mixture of these two affections from this point to the end of the repeated 

section. 

 

 

 

 

                                                        

 87 Harriss, Mattheson, Capellmeister, 118.  
 
 88 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 37.  
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Musical Example 7.7: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Courante, mm. 5-8 

 

 Starting with the second section at measure 17, joy begins to take over, 

culminating at the C major cadence at measure 22.  

Musical Example 7.8: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Courante, mm. 17-22 
 

 

From measure 23 to the end, it gives an impression more akin to insecurity, with jagged 

arpeggios and diminished and minor harmonies. 
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Musical Example 7.9: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Courante, mm. 23-26 
 

 
 

 Sarabande d'Amour 

 This is the first of two sarabandes in this suite, the second being a separate and 

distinct sarabande, and not a double. The first sarabande is of the instrumental brisé 

style. As Kircher mentioned, amour can be expressed through contrasting intervals 

representing longing and joy.89 In this sarabande, the first section is constructed almost 

entirely of arpeggiated chords, and the second section is mostly stepwise. The first 

section does not give the aural impression of joy, but rather of sadness or despair. The 

stepwise motion of the second section, however, effectively expresses longing.  

 The feature of the sarabande that is most commonly discussed and easiest to 

distinguish is the prominent accent on the second beat of the measure, normally produced 

through a lengthening of the melodic note. This characteristic trait is largely absent from 

the present sarabande. But, aside from this solitary feature, there are many other 

expressive details to the sarabande. In 1671, Father François Pomey vividly described 

                                                        

 89 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 37.  
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the danced sarabande in Le dictionnaire royal augmenté,90 giving a firsthand account of 

what was undoubtedly a captivating performance. In her article, "Audible Rhetoric and 

Mute Rhetoric: The Seventeenth-Century French Sarabande," Patricia Ranum frames his 

description in terms of a complete oration containing an exordium, narratio, confirmatio, 

and peroratio.91 She writes of the danced sarabande's expressive details, and their 

parallels to music and speech:  

 The analysis of all these dimensions is inspired by numerous statements in 
 rhetoric handbooks of the period, which liken dance steps to the individual 
 syllables of a song, the complete lyrics of that song to an oration, and the actor's 
 expressive gestures to the orator's figures of speech.92 
 
 
 The exordium is an introduction, usually addressed to a specific individual or 

audience,93 and sets the tone for the message to follow. According to the "d'Amour" 

subtitle, "lovers" would likely be the intended audience. For the purpose of this 

salutation, the dancer assumes a pose similar to that of an orator preparing to address an 

audience. With its lack of melodic contour, and arpeggiated figures defining the 

harmony, the opening measures of the Sarabande d'Amour can be seen as such a 

salutation: 

                                                        

 90 Father Francois Pomey, "Description d'une Sarabande dansée," Le dictionnaire 
royal augmenté (Lyons, 1671): 22. 
 
 91 Patricia Ranum, "Audible Rhetoric and Mute Rhetoric: The Seventeenth-
Century French Sarabande," Early Music 14 (1986): 24.  
 
 92 Ranum, "Audible Rhetoric," 24. 
 
 93 Ranum, "Audible Rhetoric," 28. 
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Musical Example 7.10: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Sarabande d'Amour, 
mm. 1‐4 

 

 The narratio states the main point of the message, giving hints as to the tenor of 

the ensuing argument. Patricia Ranum has stated that, in a narratio, "the orator should 

add emphasis by introducing a new speech rhythm and tone of voice." Measures 5-8 of 

the Sarabande d'Amour begin to incorporate more stepwise melodic motion and interest, 

with a new melodic voice emerging: 

Musical Example 7.11: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Sarabande d'Amour, 
mm. 5-8 

 

 The confirmatio strengthens the argument by bringing the most effective 

persuasive techniques to the fore. Ranum again comments: 

 Here he employs his most powerful rhetorical figures, as he struggles to 
 'unsettle the minds' of his audience and, by the end of this section, 'destroy 
 their obstinacy'. To make his arguments 'strong and invincible', he employs 
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 exaggerated figures of speech.94 
 

 The second repeated section of the Sarabande d'Amour gains greater complexity, 

adding voices of texture as in the narratio, but proceeding further in its polyphonic 

writing and melodic beauty. If one attempts to identify measures 9-12 as the confirmatio, 

the evidence seems somewhat weak. While these measures build on the progress and 

direction of this sarabande, they do not seem to fully incorporate the elements of a 

confirmatio as described above. However, if one includes measures 13-16 in this section, 

the resulting confirmatio would embrace perhaps the most lovely (and therefore 

persuasive) music in the entire suite: 

Musical Example 7.12: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Sarabande d'Amour, 
mm. 13-16 

 

As for the ending of the sarabande, the peroratio, Ranum sums up her discourse by 

commenting: 

 The peroration of sung dances is usually very short and emphatic, sometimes 
 only a few words tacked on to the confirmation. As if complying with the 
 instructions in rhetoric books, the singer concludes his air by expressing his 
 hopes, his fears, his anguish.95 
 
                                                        

 94 Ranum, "Audible Rhetoric," 29-30.  
 95 Ranum, "Audible Rhetoric," 30.  
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The final four measures of the Sarabande d'Amour begin with the same notes as the 

preceding four measures, but an octave lower:  

Musical Example 7.13: Buxtehude, Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, 
Sarabande d'Amour, mm. 17-20 

 

 As a peroratio, these four measures do not measure up to the triumphant energy 

one finds at the ends of most speeches. Since the mood of the sarabande is gentle and 

sad, the peroration should match the qualities of the oration. This ending could also 

indicate that the lover has not been successful in his persuasive efforts. 

 Sarabande 

 The second sarabande is in a vocal style, with the melody in the soprano, and a 

chordal accompaniment with little brisé style.  

Musical Example 7.14: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Sarabande, mm. 1-8 
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 Johann Mattheson comments again on the nature of the sarabande: "This has no 

other emotion to express but ambition."96 Here, the rising melodic lines are to represent 

this ambition, possibly in the guise of a lover's entreaty; but rather than a continuously 

rising line, there are several short ones that immediately fall back again, suggesting a 

rather thwarted ambition. In the second repeated section, the bass line rises steadily 

through six semitones while the treble notes remain somewhat passive. This may suggest 

a secret ambition: 

Musical Example 7.15: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Sarabande, mm. 9-16 

 

 Gigue 

 Mattheson describes the gigue with the terms "ardent and fleeting zeal" and 

"passion or zeal, pride, foolish ambition and the volatile spirit."97 Of these descriptions, 

the one that seems most apt for this gigue is "the volatile spirit." The abrupt reversals in 

arpeggiated patterns, offbeat syncopated accents, and sudden chromatic shifts embody 

this affect, while quick tempo and 12/8 lilt impart a feeling of carefree joy.  

                                                        

 96 Harriss, Mattheson, Capellmeister, 119.  
 
 97 Harriss, Mattheson, Capellmeister, 121. 
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Musical Example 7.16: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Gigue, mm. 1-3 

 

 The saltus duriusculus found in measures 8-9, and the passus duriusculus in 

measure 9, also contribute to this volatility. A passus duriusculus98 and a saltus 

duriusculus99 are a dissonant step and dissonant leap, respectively. They are each 

characterized by at least one chromatically altered note. 

Musical Example 7.17: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Gigue, mm. 8-9 

 

 Taken as a whole, this suite in D minor can be understood as displaying several 

facets of love: hope, longing, ambition, foolish pride, insecurity, and joy. From the 

allemande, to the dual sarabandes, the courante, and finally through the gigue, one can 

experience a musical representation of a journey through the psyche of a person in love. 

                                                        

 98 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 357-58.  
 
 99 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 381-82. 
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CHAPTER VIII: RHETORICAL SCHEMES FOR THE FUGUE 

 Buxtehude's canzonas and other contrapuntal works were composed in the old 

style of learned counterpoint that had flourished during the Renaissance period. The 

canzona was kept alive as it was passed from Frescobaldi to his student Froberger, who 

in turn influenced the canzonas of Buxtehude.100 The three part variation canzonas 

consist of three fugal sections, all based on the same (or similar) subject. The canzona is 

considered to be one of the predecessors of the fully developed fugue of Bach's time.  

 Fugues and other contrapuntal procedures have long been closely associated with 

musical rhetoric. Even though they represent music in its most intellectual and abstract 

form, fugues have also historically carried great textual messages. As mentioned earlier, 

fugal techniques are used to deliver facts and proofs. Rodney Farnsworth stated, "logos 

was the essence of the fugue–which is a highly systematic application of topoi rather than 

a musical form."101 Some rhetorical terms that are closely associated with fugues are 

mimesis (the mimicking of one voice in another), apocope ("tearing away" the end of a 

subject statement), hypallage (inversion), stretto, and noëma, a homophonic passage 

placed into a contrapuntal context for the sake of contrast.  

                                                        

 100 Richard Todd Wilson, The Development of the German Keyboard Canzona 
and its Reflection in the Work of Gottlieb Muffat Ph.D. Diss., University of Rochester, 
Eastman School of Music (1992): viii-x.  
 
 101 Rodney Farnsworth, "How the Other Half Sounds: An Historical Survey of 
Musical Rhetoric during the Baroque and After," Rhetoric Society Quarterly 20 (1990): 
209. 
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 Fugues have also been described in terms of successive diversions.102 In this view 

of the fugue, the composition begins with the listener's focus drawn to the single melodic 

line. As the answer enters, attention is diverted to this voice, and so on. As more voices 

enter, the listener's attention is divided (or multiplied), giving greater competition to the 

entrance of each new voice or musical event. Additional techniques, such as 

augmentation, diminution, inversion, may then be employed in order to sustain interest 

and markedness of each entrance of the fugue subject. These techniques function as the 

means by which one voice competes among many for the attention and interest of the 

listener. 

 In some studies, fugues have been characterized in terms of a conversation, an 

argument, or even a battle among rivals.103 Daniel Harrison, in his article "Rhetoric and 

Fugue" presents the fugue as a vehicle for persuading the audience of the speaker's point 

of view, even in the face of severe obstacles.104 The fugue begins humbly with a single 

voice, posing the question of whether or not a worthy musical statement can be 

constructed upon it. A second voice joins, presenting the first problem–that of 

maintaining the integrity of the subject with each new encounter of contrapuntal 

challenges. These challenges mount as each additional voice joins, expanding the texture. 

Harrison makes it clear that any issue identified in this purely musical context is strictly 

                                                        

 102 Gregory Butler, "Fugue and Rhetoric," 56-57.  
 
 103 Butler, "Fugue and Rhetoric," 64. 

 104 Daniel Harrison, "Rhetoric and Fugue," 5-6. 
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musical in nature, and must likewise be resolved within this same musical context. He 

also uses the legal term, status, as a rhetorical definition of the musical issue.105 

 Canzona in D minor, BuxWV 168 

 The Canzona in D minor is fugal in design, in three sections, with the subjects of 

the second and third fugues based on variants of the opening subject. The canzona opens 

with a relatively calm subject, starting with a half note, and including the various 

rhythmic species that will be featured later in the piece: 

Musical Example 8.1: Buxtehude, Canzona in D minor, BuxWV 168, mm. 1-5 

 

 The second fugue, a stretto fugue (a fugue in which the answer begins before the 

subject has ended), changes to 3/4 and presents a more compact version of the opening 

subject, starting with a quarter note. The second and third measures, however, make an 

augmentation of the three-note figure, now in quarter notes: 

 

 

 

 

                                                        

 105 Harrison, "Rhetoric and Fugue," 36.  
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Musical Example 8.2: Buxtehude, Canzona in D minor, BuxWV 168, mm. 30‐35 

 

 A noëma is a homophonic passage placed into a contrapuntal context for the sake 

of contrast.106 Here, it is appended to the end of the second fugue, announcing the final 

fugue in the character of a fanfare:  

Musical Example 8.3: Buxtehude, Canzona in D minor, BuxWV 168, mm. 60-65 

 

 The third fugue is an example of counter fugue, which uses the inversion of the 

subject as the answer at the fifth: 

 

 

 

                                                        

 106 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 339-42.  
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Musical Example 8.4: Buxtehude, Canzona in D minor, BuxWV 168, mm. 66‐69 

 

 Friedrich Marpurg, a student of Johann Sebastian Bach, used this fugue as an 

example of counter fugue in his 1753 treatise, Abhandlung von der Fuge.107 The 

inversion of the subject exemplifies a rhetorical figure called hypallage, which in speech 

is the inversion of word order. In music, this horizontal rearrangement of word order is 

expressed vertically, with inversion of the intervals. This technique is often reserved for 

special moments in a fugue where, when featured prominently, its musical and rhetorical 

functions are clearly understood. Daniel Harrison shares his thoughts on the rhetorical 

use of inversion: 

 A thematic inversion is heralded when it is designed to be clearly heard and 
 noticed. It is usually placed at an important structural point, isolated–as is the case 
 in the fugue under discussion–by register or texture, and meant to solidify musical 
 argument. By contrast, an "unheralded" inversion is a hidden, subtle, and almost 
 prosaic event having no obvious rhetorical impact.108 

By virtue of the thin voice texture and its prominent position at the beginning of a new 

fugue, this hypallage would be considered a heralded event, placing it in a context of 

high rhetorical significance, as will be discussed later. 

                                                        

 107 Snyder, Organist in Lübeck, 234.  

 108 Harrison, "Rhetoric and Fugue," 18. 
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 The three fugues of the canzona are presented in order of increasing speed and 

rhythmic intensity. This projects the oratorical effect of the greater excitement a speaker 

when assured of convincing an audience. The rhythmic energy in the third fugue is 

heightened by a fragmentation of the subject, a technique known in rhetorical terms as 

apocope (tearing away):109  

Musical Example 8.5: Buxtehude, Canzona in D minor, BuxWV 168, mm. 85-87 

 

Near the end of the composition, the principle of increasing rhythmic energy is extended 

yet further; a stretto is given at measure 88, just before the grand conclusion. 

Musical Example 8.6: Buxtehude, Canzona in D minor, BuxWV 168, mm. 88-90 

 

                                                        

 109 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 201-02.  
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 But, how is this all related to rhetoric? As mentioned before, rhetoric is the art of 

persuasion. Therefore, any rhetorical analysis should start with a simple question: "What 

is the persuasive aim in the composition?" Another question naturally follows: "What are 

the rhetorical means by which the composer and performer accomplish this goal?" As 

Daniel Harrison suggests, in absolute music (music that has no text associations) any 

issues or ideas that must be resolved are inherent in the musical text, and are of a strictly 

musical nature.110  

 What, then, is the issue (or, status, using the legal term) in this canzona? To find 

this, it will be helpful to look again at the fugue subjects. The first fugue opens with a 

subject that has two contrasting motives–"motive a" and "motive b:" 

Musical Example 8.7: Buxtehude, Canzona in D minor, BuxWV 168, mm. 1-3 (motives 
"a" and "b") 

    

 In hearing this subject, one might wonder if these disparate ideas will ever work 

well together. "Motive a" is long, and "motive b" is short. In fugue 2, the composer has 

tried to reconcile this disparity by shortening "motive a" and lengthening "motive b:"  

                                                        

 110 Harrison, "Rhetoric and Fugue," 10. 
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Musical Example 8.8: Buxtehude, Canzona in D minor, BuxWV 168, mm. 30‐35 

 

 Now the opposite problem presents itself; motive "b" becomes too long to fit with 

motive "a." The counterpoint, however, is without flaw in this fine example of a stretto 

fugue (a fugue in which the answer enters before the subject finishes). As this fugue ends, 

a fanfare in the form of a noëma (a homophonic section placed into a contrapuntal 

context for the sake of contrast) announces the third and final fugue. This is a counter 

fugue, a fugue whose subject is answered by an inversion of itself. This fugue also 

provides an elegant solution through a compact, hybrid "super subject" composed from 

elements of the two motives: 

Musical Example 8.9: Buxtehude, Canzona in D minor, BuxWV 168, mm. 66-69 

 

This canzona features both the horizontal and vertical expressions of hypallage–through 

the reversal of the motives (a and b), and in the inversion of the subject. 
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 Then, what is the persuasive purpose of the canzona? The persuasive purpose 

seems to be of reconciling the two contrasting motives that are introduced in the subject of 

the first fugue. How is this accomplished? This is accomplished by adjusting the rhythmic 

durations in each of the two main motives until they finally unify as a single idea–the 

"super subject."  

 The canzona, in accomplishing its persuasive goal of reconciling these two 

motives, employs a rich variety of contrapuntal and rhetorical techniques; invertible 

counterpoint, apocope, noëma, stretto fugue, augmentation and diminution. Three 

additional techniques serve as proofs for the success of the subject. The first of these 

proofs is the counter fugue. The subject is self-sufficient; since it provides its own 

counterpoint, there is no need for a countersubject. The second proof is the integrity of 

the counterpoint. Under the strict conditions of a stretto, the counterpoint works, even 

with the obstacle of a starting at a different time interval. The third proof is perhaps the 

most impressive: the inversion of the subject is essentially the same music as that of the 

opening subject, with "motive b" filling out the duration of the initial half note. The super 

subject, in addition to resolving the rhythmic discrepancies, retains the integrity of the 

opening subject, thereby proving its success and superiority.  
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CHAPTER IX: PRAELUDIA AND THE CLASSICAL DISPOSITIO 

 Lawrence Archbold, in his book, Style and Structure in the Praeludia of Dietrich 

Buxtehude, is silent on the subject of musical rhetoric, and explains the structure of the 

praeludia in terms of juxtaposition for the sake of contrast. This structure alternates 

between free and fugal sections while progressing through a process he describes as 

"implication and resolution within the expectations of the style."111 The alternation of 

free and fugal textures, rather than stagnating due to repetition of material, develops 

through constant variety. Archbold explains: 

 The motion of Buxtehude's praeludia is remarkably unidirectional; it is not 
 circular, nor is there any sense of recapitulation. While thematic ideas do unite 
 these works, they do so through the process of variation rather than return. A 
 fugal theme, when it reappears, does so in a new guise. The original form does not 
 reappear; and it remains only as a memory while its  structuring force is 
 transferred to its new version and is subsumed by the variation process.112  

 
This variation process applies to both free and fugal sections. Archbold observes the 

painstaking manner in which Buxtehude has thought out the disposition of these ideas: 

 ...it is usually a new kind of free or fugal texture which appears in each 
 succeeding section. A second fugal section is almost without exception in a 
 different meter and rhythmic style than the first.113 
 
 Archbold comments further on the unidirectionality of movement in Buxtehude's 

praeludia, observing that this movement is directed towards points of climax. He 
                                                        

 111 Lawrence Archbold, Style and Structure in the Praeludia of Dietrich 
Buxtehude, (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1985), 29.  
 
 112 Archbold, Style and Structure, 93. 

 113 Archbold, Style and Structure, 94. 
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identifies a pattern of tension and resolution, where the "point of maximum tension is 

usually found in the penultimate section, but in works with large closing free sections 

locate both the point of maximum tension and the point of resolution within that 

section."114 While Archbold's analyses and observations exclude any discussions of 

musical rhetoric, their insights regarding the use of developing ideas and tension levels 

through the sectional structure seem to point in the direction of rhetorical form and 

function. 

 As suggested in Sharon Gorman's dissertation, Buxtehude's praeludia exhibit 

structural characteristics that are parallel to the classical dispositio, or structure of a 

forensic speech.115 These sections are known as: the exordium, in which the orator seizes 

the attention of the audience; the narratio, where he introduces the facts of the case; the 

confirmatio, where the speaker sets forth the evidence and proofs; and finally, the 

peroratio, which is the highly emotional summation intended to strongly convince the 

audience of the orator's opinion. At various points during the "speech" the orator may 

insert a digressio, or an aside to the audience, and may also include a secondary 

Exordium in order to amplify a point.  

 Within the context of the dispositio, affective figures are placed at strategic points 

of a speech, namely the exordium and the peroratio, which are the sections that require 

                                                        

  114 Archbold, Style and Structure, 95.  

 115 Gorman, Rhetoric and Affect, 12. 
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persuasion from the speaker and elicit an emotional response from the audience.116 As for 

the narratio and confirmatio, the sections that present the "facts" and "proofs" of the 

case, these sections are fugal in design and appeal to the intellectual and logical thought 

processes (reflecting the logos aspect of Aristotle's rhetorical model). Even within these 

more cerebral sections, occasional digressions interject a more subjective mood into the 

proceedings, exemplifying a balance between logos and pathos. Additionally, the fugues 

themselves display an aspect of pathos, carrying expressive power as they build to 

compelling climaxes.117  

 Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163 

 The Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163 is an example of stylus phantasticus, a 

rhapsodic style characterized by rhythmic freedom and dramatic intensity.118 Although it 

is true that the stylus phantasticus grew out of an improvised tradition, authors have 

disagreed in regards to a proper definition, the central question being whether it is 

essentially a manner of performance and improvisation or an ingenious method of 

composition. The two schools of thought are centered on the definitions of two theorists: 

Athanasius Kircher, from his Musurgia Universalis (1650) and Johann Mattheson, from 

his three "Orchestre" treatises (1713, 1717, and 1721) and Der Vollkommene 

                                                        

 116 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 67.  

 117 Harrison, "Rhetoric and Fugue," 21. 

 118 Gorman, Rhetoric and Affect, 6.  
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Capellmeister (1739). Paul Collins characterizes this duality by comparing the definitions 

of these two theorists: 

 From being a vehicle for the display of compositional artificium and a 
 didactic tool to illustrate good contrapuntal writing, Kircher's stylistic 
 category became primarily a performance-oriented concept for Mattheson, 
 referring especially to extemporary ability.119 
 

 Kircher conceived the stylus phantasticus more in terms of compositional 

ingenuity than of an improvisatory manner of performing. Of this style, he wrote: 

 It is the most free and unrestrained method of composing; it is bound to 
 nothing, neither to words nor to a melodic subject; it was instituted to display 
 genius and to teach the hidden design of harmony and the ingenious composition 
 of harmonic phrases and fugues; it is divided into those that are commonly called 
 fantasias, ricercatas, toccatas, sonatas.120 

 
 Mattheson struggled to reconcile this duality and to find an apt definition for this 

elusive concept, proving in the end to be self-contradictory. In his earlier writings, his 

views seemed to line up with those of Kircher: 

 Stilo Fantastico belongs to instruments and is a way of composing that is free 
 and without constraint...121 
 
Mattheson's Der vollkommene Capellmeister represents his later writing, in which his 

specificity betrays a true indication of his opinion regarding the stylus phantasticus: 

                                                        

 119 Collins, Stylus Phantasticus, 53.  
 
 120 Collins, Stylus Phantasticus, 29. Athanasius Kircher, Musurgia Universalis,  
p. 585, is quoted here. 
 
 121 Collins, Stylus Phantasticus, 57. Johann Mattheson, Das beschützle Orchestre, 
p. 117-18, is quoted here.    
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 ...those composers who work out formal fugues in their fantasias or toccatas 
 do not maintain the integrity of this style, for nothing is so very contrary to it 
 as order and constraint.122 
 
Further evidence of Mattheson's attempt to grasp this concept is seen later in the same 

work: 

 One must know what fugues are before one can construct toccatas; if not, they can 
 even be omitted, and the Fantasia, in its true sense, can perhaps be used in their 
 place, as an unrestricted imitation of this or that phrase...123 
 
 The definitions given above by the two theorists reveal a fundamental difference 

in the way they experienced and conceptualized music. For Kircher, it was a logos-driven 

intellectual process, resulting in a finely crafted musical composition. For Mattheson, it 

was centered on pathos; a sensory encounter experienced through the ears. 

 The Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163, while offering much in the way of 

Mattheson's sensory experience, bears out Kircher's description of "ingenious ordering of 

sections"124 with its apt rendering of the classical dispositio in shaping the form. The 

"hidden designs of harmony"125 are found in the seemingly wild figurations that, upon 

closer observation, adhere to the principles of prima prattica voice leading: 

                                                        

 122 Harriss, Mattheson, Capellmeister, 217.  

 123 Harriss, Mattheson, Capellmeister, 859. 

 124 Collins, Stylus Phantasticus, 29. 

 125 Collins, Stylus Phantasticus, 29. 
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Musical Example 9.1: Buxtehude, Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163, mm. 40-43

 

 The emphasis on compositional technique exhibited in the praeludia underscores 

the purposefulness with which Buxtehude has crafted the rhetorical content of these 

works. Section upon section, the rhetorical impact builds according to his pre-

compositional plan; it unfolds like an expertly crafted oration rather than a clever 

impromptu speech. These sections correspond to the structure of a forensic speech, the 

classical dispositio, as discussed earlier. The following table illustrates the formal 

divisions of the Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163 according to this concept: 

Table 9.1: Buxtehude, Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163; Form (Dispositio), Texture, 
and Clausulae 
 

FORM AND TEXTURE 

Section Introductory Sections Confirmatio Peroratio 

Subsection exordium narratio propositio  peroratio  

Confutatio 

 Coda 

Measure 1-9 10-32 33-43 44-82 83-86 87-113 113-42 142-54 

Texture free fugue free fugue free free fugue free 

Notes 4/4 12/8 4/4 digressio, 
m.61-62 

  12/16 4/4 
(x), m. 
152-54 

MAJOR CADENCES (CLAUSULAE) 

Measure 9 32 43 52, 82 86 97, 104, 113 124, 142 147, 
154 

Type S Sc P+ P+, / * T, S-c, P+# P+, #, 
P+, # 

A, #, 
P+ 
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 The following is an explanation of cadence types according to 17th-century 

theoretical principles, as presented by Bach's cousin, Johann Gottfried Walther:126  

P = primaria: a cadence on the tonic     
S = secundaria: a cadence on the dominant 
T = tertiaria: a cadence on the 3rd 
Pg = peregrina: a cadence on the 2nd or 7th 
A = affinales: a cadence on the 4th or 6th 
+ = perfectissima: a cadence with bass motion V to I  
* = perfecta (dissecta): a cadence with bass motion IV to I  
- = minus perfectam: a cadence with bass motion up a 2nd or down a 3rd 
c = cantizans: the soprano's usual cadential pattern appears in the bass  
a = altizans: the alto's usual cadential pattern appears in the bass 
t = tenorizans: the tenor's usual cadential pattern appears in the bass 
# = overlapping cadence: a cadence elided with the onset of the next phrase 
/ = hanging cadence: an incomplete or broken off cadence 
(x) = affective ending or flourish 
 
 
 This theoretical concept takes into account not only the degrees of the scale upon 

which cadential chords are built, but also the melodic formulas that normally characterize 

each of the soprano, alto, tenor and bass voices in a four part texture. The bass voice 

motion is particularly important, as it indicates the relative strength and importance of 

structural cadences. A motion of V to I, or a perfectissima, is the strongest and most final 

of the clausulae. 

 According to the hierarchy of cadences in usage during the seventeenth century, 

the clausula primaria traditionally ended major sections and, of course, the end of the 

composition. Those such as the clausula tertiaria (cadence on the third scale degree) and 

clausula peregrina (cadence on the second or seventh scale degree) were reserved for the 

                                                        

 126 Johann Gottfried Walther, Praecepta der musicalischen Composition, 
(Breitkopf & Härtel, 1955): 165-71.  
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middle sections of a work. Johannes Crüger stated this hierarchy in terms of punctuation, 

with tertiaria, secondaria, and primaria cadences representing the comma, colon, and 

period, respectively.127 By examining the clausulae in this manner, one can discern a 

certain grammatical structure overlaid upon the formal structure, akin to that of speech 

and prose.  

 Exordium 

 The exordium has two main functions: to seize the attention of the audience, and 

to declare the key of the piece. A G minor scale opens the work with a chromatic upper 

neighbor, A flat, at the top, and the leading tone F# at the bottom of the scale: 

Musical Example 9.2: Buxtehude, Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163, mm. 1-2 

 

 These chromatic tones, along with the ensuing cascading arpeggios, frame the 

boundaries of the g minor tonality, and also introduce a pathopoeia, a rhetorical figure 

used for the purpose of eliciting an emotional response from the audience.128 As defined 

by Dietrich Bartel, pathopoeia is a rhetorical figure that "signifies a vivid representation 

                                                        

 127 Johannes Crüger, Synopsis musica, Chapter 15. 

  128 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 359. 
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of an intense or vehement affection."129 This affection is not limited to a sad or mournful 

one, but can also be majestic or even violent in nature. Joachim Burmeister, in his 

Hypomnematum, described this rhetorical figure as follows: "The pathopoeia occurs 

when the text is expressed through semitones in such a fashion that no one appears to 

remain unmoved by the created affection."130 He further commented: "The pathopeoia is 

an apt figure to create affections. It occurs when semitones are inserted into a 

composition which neither belong to its modus or genus but are introduced into a 

composition's modus from another,"131 and, "it occurs when semitones are frequently 

added to the modus of a composition in an extraordinary fashion."132 The use of 

semitones seems to be the common thread in these definitions, but it must be remembered 

that the "vivid representation of an intense or vehement affection" is the key element in a 

pathopoeia. The pathopoeia that introduces the Praeludium in G minor contains but one 

semitone–the A flat–that is prominently positioned as the second note of the composition. 

 In measures 7-8, a short figure is stated three times in the tenor voice–a repetitive 

figure called an anaphora. Anaphora is defined as a repetition of an idea, interspersed 

with different words (or notes, in the case of music) between each repetition.133 The 

                                                        

 129 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 359. 

 130 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 361. 

 131 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 361. 

 132 Burmeister, Musica poetica, 61. 

 133 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 184-90. 
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persistency of the left hand figure, juxtaposed with a changing right hand figure, 

increases intensity; it seems to uphold the tension level while applying this tension to the 

moving line. When the bass finally takes over the moving line, it feels as though the 

intensity finally breaks through a musical barrier allowing motion to the cadence: 

Musical Example 9.3: Buxtehude, Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163, mm. 7-9

  

 This effect demonstrates another function of the exordium, as described by Johann 

Mattheson: "The exordium is the entry and beginning...so that the listeners are prepared 

and stimulated towards attention."134 The anaphora shown above heightens suspense so 

that the listener is sensitized and rendered attentive towards the narratio, which will 

reveal important details regarding the musical oration that is about to unfold. 

 Narratio 

 The function of a narratio in a forensic speech is to present the evidence and facts 

of the case, making it primarily an objective enterprise.135 Mattheson again offers a 

description: "The narratio is, as it were, a report, a tale in which the opinion and nature of 
                                                        

 134 Dirksen, "Enigma," 121.  

 135 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 81.  
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the coming proposal is hinted at."136 The first fugal section of the piece is called upon to 

fulfill this purpose. The facts are reported in a calm manner, reserving the emotional 

outbursts for later sections. It is here, however, that the primary musical materials of the 

piece are clearly presented–the diatonic tetrachord, given here in an ascending pattern: 

Musical Example 9.4: Buxtehude, Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163, mm. 10-12

 

 
 The slow, constant eighth note motion and medium range underscore this sense of 

calmness, but one can discern some uneasiness and the prospect of an impending crisis. 

This may be due, in part, to the fact that the subject begins on the second scale degree, 

and that there is no primaria perfectissima clausula during the fugue. The subject, in fact, 

wanders about "searching,"137 as Pieter Dirksen puts it, coming to rest not on the tonic, 

but on the dominant–and that with a "'mysterious' written out appoggiatura on the final 

note (measure 32):"138  

                                                        

 136 Dirksen, "Enigma," 122.  

 137 Dirksen, "Enigma," 122. 

 138 Dirksen, "Enigma," 122. 
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Musical Example 9.5: Buxtehude, Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163, mm. 30-32

 

This "searching" well suits the profile of a narratio in speech, raising questions and 

heightening expectations before the propositio is stated. 

 Propositio 

 Mattheson continues in his definitions of the sections: "The propositio, or the 

main proposal, contains succinctly the content or reason of the musical speech..."139 Here, 

Buxtehude has inserted a short section that is free, but with much imitative activity. The 

motive that is developed in this section is akin to the four-note motive in the narratio 

fugue subject. Since, in a propositio, the aim is to state the main purpose of the speech, 

an orator might use a figure such as polyptoton to amplify this point. The polyptoton in 

speech is defined as a word "repeated with grammatical alterations,"140 and can be 

described musically as a passage "repeated at various pitches."141 The imitative four-note 

motive is repeated at various pitches, and in different registers so that it is impossible to 

                                                        

 139 Dirksen, "Enigma," 125.  

 140 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 369. Gottshsched's Redenkunst (p. 276) is quoted here. 

 141 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 369. Vogt, Conclave (p. 151) is quoted here. 
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ignore. Mattheson gives special attention to this and similar figures, stating that they 

"assume such natural positions in music that it almost seems as if the Greek orators 

borrowed these figures from the art of musical composition."142 

 In this praeludium, the narratio is couched between two short free sections, so 

that it feels like part of a larger section of the speech. The impression formed upon the 

listener is not that of an introduction (exordium) followed by a narratio, and then a 

propositio, but that the three functions operate within a larger introductory statement. 

This impression is borne out in the fact that the propositio ends "with an emphatic full 

tonic cadence, where for the first time the first degree is used with a Picardy third."143 For 

this reason, one could assert that measures 1-43 comprise an introduction with three 

subsections: exordium, narratio, and propositio, as can be seen in Table 9.1. 

 Confirmatio 

 The confirmatio, as mentioned earlier, presents the facts and proofs of a case, and 

in music, often involves fugal writing. The main fugue of the praeludium serves this 

purpose. Mattheson states: "The confirmatio is an artful confirmation of the proposal and 

is usually realized through well-thought-out repeats which are extended beyond 

                                                        

  142 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 369.  

 143 Dirksen, "Enigma," 125. 
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expectation."144 The motive of the diatonic tetrachord returns here as a vital feature of the 

fugue subject; the initial upward fifth fills in with a descending diatonic tetrachord: 

Musical Example 9.6: Buxtehude, Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163, mm. 44-46.

 

 

 The subject of this short fugue is stated nineteen times–certainly "beyond 

expectation." Perhaps, in part, to mitigate any boredom from its repetitiveness, 

Buxtehude inserted a digressio that effectively splits the fugue into two equal halves: 

Musical Example 9.7: Buxtehude, Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163, mm. 61-63

 

 This technique adds interest and gives a momentary break from the mounting 

tension of the progressing fugue. It is important to note that this digressio ends on a 

clausula secondaria (dominant), marking a sort of "half cadence" of the fugue. The 32nd 

notes in the bass, along with the difference in texture, seem to coax the player into 

                                                        

 144 Dirksen, "Enigma," 125. 
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slowing the tempo (for the sake of clarity, if nothing else), thereby supplying emphasis 

within this short passage. This digressio also creates an antecedent/consequent 

phenomenon in the fugue, where each half fulfills its own rhetorical function.  

 The first half of the fugue emphasizes the angular and abrupt motions of the larger 

intervals. An octave leap punctuates each statement of the subject, conveying an incisive 

effect, as in measure 46 in Musical Example 9.6 above. In the second half of the fugue, 

the opening fifths and fourths in the subject remain, but the octave leap is completely 

absent, shifting the emphasis to the stepwise motions of 16th notes. The energy that had 

been provided by the upward octave leaps in the first half seemed to mitigate the loss of 

energy experienced as each voice entered at a lower pitch. In the second half, while there 

are no octave leaps, energy is generated as subject moves upward in pitch along the four 

voices. Here is a diagram of the statements of the subject for each half of the fugue: 

Table 9.2: Buxtehude, Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163; Fugue Subject Entries in the 
Confirmatio  

1st Half: 

Measure Number 44 46 48 50 53 53 55 57 60 
Voice of Subject Entry S A T B S A T B A 

 
2nd Half: 

Measure Number 63 65 68 70 72 74 76 77 79 81 
Voice of Subject Entry T A S B A S S T B T 

 

 At the end of the fugal section, there is a short four-measure internal peroratio 

that serves as an answer to this digressio. Two contrasting types of rhetorical figures are 

present here–the quick upward scales, known as tirata, and the mutatio modi with a 
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suspension, giving the sense of a pathopoeia, and giving way to a clausula primaria 

perfecta (cadence from IV to I), hinting at the large plagal expansion that will occur in 

the final section: 

Musical Example 9.8: Buxtehude, Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163, mm. 83-86 

 

 Confutatio 

 The section of this praeludium that corresponds to the confutatio in speech 

contains several sharp contrasts. Alternation of textures and rhythmic patterns is constant, 

suggesting opposing arguments. Peter Dirksen discusses the function of the confutatio in 

musico-rhetorical terms: 

 The confutatio is a resolution of the objections, and may...be expressed either 
 with tied over notes, or by discussing and refutation of cases which appear out of 
 order.145 
 
The "refutation of cases" seems apt in this instance, as can be seen in the following 

contrasts:  

 

 

 

                                                        
145 Dirksen, "Enigma," 125.  
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Musical Example 9.9: Buxtehude, Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163, mm. 87-89 

 

 This section builds into passages with accelerated harmonic rhythm, giving an 

impression of the orator piling one fact upon another so quickly and vehemently that the 

opponent has no chance to reply. The only structural tertiaria cadence in the piece occurs 

at the end of this barrage, giving an impression that the argument is not yet concluded, 

but that the orator simply needs to stop for a breath: 

Musical Example 9.10: Buxtehude, Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163, mm. 90-97 

 

 The following section restates the two opposing arguments (similar to Musical 

Example 9.9). Within this section, one finds a passage that exists ostensibly for virtuosic 
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effect, but is perhaps an example of Kircher's "praesumptio et audacia,"146 in which an 

orator, overflowing with confidence and bravado, revels in his presumptive victory over 

the opponent's argument:  

Musical Example 9.11: Buxtehude, Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163, mm. 104-109 

 

 Peroratio 

 The final cadence (clausula primaria perfectissima) of the confutatio elides with 

the beginning of the peroratio–the closing section of the praeludium. A peroratio, 

according to Mattheson, "is the exit or conclusion of our musical speech which, before 

everything else, should bring about a particularly emphatic momentum."147 This 

momentum takes the form of an energetic fugue, whose subject is written entirely in 16th 

note triple groupings (in 12/16) in a moto perpetuo style. Its melodic outline closely 

                                                        

  146 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 37.   

 
 147 Dirksen, "Enigma," 125. 
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resembles that of the narratio, hence providing further confirmation of proof for the 

propositio: 

Musical Example 9.12: Buxtehude, Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163, mm. 113-116 
 

 
  

 The energy of this section never dissipates; it spills over, with another elided 

cadence, into a coda section, which continues the triplet motion for an additional five 

measures. This flow from fugal to free writing helps to extend the effect of the peroratio 

and create a powerful close to the composition. At this point, the time signature changes 

to 4/4, and the sixteenth notes fall into groups of four. Kircher's description of the stylus 

phantasticus, "Excellent changes in meter, and of variation,"148 is recalled here. The 

praeludium contains four changes of meter, but it gives the impression of many more, 

due to the obscuring of bar lines and rhythmic variety in the free sections. This final 

section repetitively and strongly states the ascending four-note motive that first appeared 

                                                        

 148 Dirksen, "Enigma," 120. 
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in the narratio. In addition, the plagal nature of this coda shows its relation to this 

governing motive: 

Musical Example 9.13: Buxtehude, Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163, mm. 144-149 
 

 
 

 The praeludium finishes with a final flourish of two G major scale passages–

echoing the tirata seen in Musical Example 9.8–each punctuated with a dominant and 

tonic chord. Pieter Dirksen expresses his surprise over the understated codetta that 

Buxtehude affixed to the end of this praeludium: 

 Instead of a grandly conceived final cadential structure, as Buxtehude 
 realized so many times at the end of his organ praeludia, he is willing to put 
 everything into question–everything thus far achieved by the compelling 
 rhetorical discourse of this fine praeludium–ending with a startlingly light 
 gesture. This gesture "establishes" the final tonic, while barely touching it in 
 the echo-like repeat.149 

 

 

                                                        

 149 Dirksen, "Enigma," 127. 
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Musical Example 9.14: Buxtehude, Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163, mm. 152-154 
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CHAPTER X: CONCLUSION 

 This study has shown how rhetorical concepts such as the classical dispositio 

influenced the way Buxtehude and other Baroque composers approached musical 

composition and form. These forms, in turn, provided meaningful contexts for rhetorical 

and affective figures, whose function was to persuade or move the listener to a certain 

emotion or state of mind. The study has examined the differences in approach between 

text-related and absolute music, and explored some numerological implications of 

musical expression. This investigation has touched upon the ways in which composers 

and musicians viewed the different keys and modes, meters, rhythms, and dance forms, 

and selected them for specific expressive purposes. Abstract concepts, such as Daniel 

Harrison's musical usage of the legal term status, have governed the discussion of 

rhetoric in contrapuntal works. Through this process of examining a cross-section of 

different genres, it has become clear that a given rhetorical figure, rather than carrying a 

single meaning, can function in various ways depending upon context, and that different 

genres exhibit different rhetorical approaches.  

 Chorale Settings 

 The chorale settings, as would be expected, utilize rhetorical techniques that 

amplify the texts that are associated with each chorale tune. The simplest type, the 

chorale prelude, uses rhetorical figures to deepen the surface meaning of the text. Jesus 

Christus, unser Heiland employs the figures passus duriusculus, catabasis, and anabasis 
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to suggest the themes of suffering, sacrificial death, and resurrection of Christ, as 

reflected in the text of the chorale. 

 The chorale fantasia, as a larger sectional composition, displays more variety and 

formal structure than the chorale prelude. This structure expounds separately upon each 

line of text in a verse of a chorale. Buxtehude's setting of Wie schön leuchtet der 

Morgenstern cycles through its chorale tune twice, offering even greater variety and 

expansiveness, culminating in a gigue fugue. The music reflects and interprets the text 

with images of morning splendor, bird calls, and exaltation. Rhetorical figures, such as 

anabasis and hyperbole are employed in expressing these affects. 

 The chorale variation manifests as a multi-movement work, and in the case of Auf 

meinen lieben Gott, as a dance suite. Each movement of the suite corresponds to a verse 

in the chorale. With an allemande as an exordium or a propositio, the five chorale verses 

represented in this variation set are brought to a close with a peroratio in the form of an 

energetic gigue. Rhetorical figures used are antithesis, assimilatio, anabasis, and 

aposiopesis. 

 La Capricciosa 

 An important rhetorical aim of a theme and variations is to convince the listener 

to open his ears (and mind) to repeated hearings of the same tune. In order to accomplish 

this persuasion, the composer must use a variety of figurations and interesting musical 

events along the way, and create some semblance of a progression of ideas.  
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 Buxtehude's secular variation sets are typically based on popular songs.  La 

Capricciosa takes as its point of departure the folk tune Kraut und Rüben (Cabbage and 

Beets), and journeys through several dance forms, beginning with the bergamasca, and 

including the sarabande, minuet, and gigue. Rhetorically, this variation set has been 

interpreted in this study as a musical narrative of a journey, with a convincing reason for 

departure (cabbage and beets, but no meat), adventures along the way ("cabbage and 

beets gone sour", dance forms with their various affects), and a joyous return. 

 Suite in D minor (d'Amour) 

 The findings offered in this investigation are that the key of D minor (described 

by Gervasone as "affectionate"150), the affects of dance movements, and strategically 

placed rhetorical figures reveal a multi-faceted view of a lover's thoughts and emotions in 

Buxtehude's Suite in D minor, "d'Amour." The writings of Johann Mattheson, Patricia 

Ranum, and Gregory Butler were consulted in identifying the affects common to various 

dance movements in the suites. According to these authors, the allemande expresses 

contentment, the courante hope, the sarabande ambition, and the gigue joy or ardent 

zeal. 

 Canzona in D minor, BuxWV 168 

 In this study, the three-part variation canzona was discussed in terms of a muscial 

status, or issue, as its rhetorical basis. The initial subject of the Canzona in D minor 

undergoes a transformation during the course of the three fugal sections. These three 
                                                        

 150 Steblin, Key Characteristics, 243. 
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sections display a principle of increasing energy, beginning with a calm subject that starts 

on a half note, progressing to a stretto fugue that begins on a quarter note, and 

culminating in a counterfugue in 16ths and 8ths for the third and final section. The 

evolution of the subject, through several contrapuntal and motivic proofs, accomplishes 

the canzona's persuasive goals. 

 Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163 

 The classical dispositio, or structure of a forensic speech, provides the rhetorical 

outline of a typical North German praeludium, such as Buxtehude's Praeludium in G 

minor, BuxWV 163. The alternation of free and fugal sections articulates a sectional form 

in which each section carries a persuasive function–either emotional (free, stylus 

phantasticus sections) or intellectual (fugal sections). The "ingenious ordering of 

sections" and motivic unity lend a coherency and sweep to the composition, with the 

peroratio offering an emotionally compelling final summation to the musical speech. 

 Rhetorical theory, in its many guises, enriches the study and performance of 

Buxtehude's keyboard works, and provides an intriguing point of departure for further 

research into music of other North German Baroque composers, as it has with other 

related composers such as Johann Sebastian Bach. Furthermore, in spite of the fact that 

the prescriptive methods of musica poetica (and indeed, the study of classical rhetoric 

itself) were generally discarded after the Baroque Period, rhetorical analysis remains 

relevant as a means of understanding the syntax of artistic communication. Since speech 

and music are inextricably related, rhetorical principles can be aptly applied in some 
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fashion to music of all periods, given proper understanding of the music's stylistic 

context. 

 When paired with musical analyses that are congruent with the period and style of 

the music, these rhetorical perspectives can help performers to understand their craft from 

both historical and the listener's perspectives. When this happens, one can more fully 

realize music's expressive and persuasive powers–on old or modern instruments–and 

impress the same upon the hearts and minds of the audience. Rhetoric is, after all, the art 

of persuasion. 
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APPENDIX A:  

PERFORMING BUXTEHUDE'S MANUALITER KEYBOARD WORKS  

AT THE PIANO 

 For at least the past several decades, there has been much concern regarding 

authenticity in the performance of music from different periods–Baroque in particular. 

Research has focused on concepts such as period instruments, performance practice, 

ornamentation, and the like, the results of which have produced many admirable results 

with illuminating revelations. Given the importance of understanding this music in the 

context of its time and on its own terms, the question arises, "Can a performance of 

Baroque music on the modern piano be considered authentic?" If the answer is no, we 

must then forego playing keyboard works by such composers as J. S. Bach at the piano if 

we are to strive for stylistic authenticity. We would then forfeit a legacy of great 

performances by pianists who have contributed unique perspectives on the vast body of 

Baroque keyboard music. If the answer is yes, we must assert the relevancy of the piano's 

role in Baroque music through thoughtful, artistic, and stylistically appropriate 

performances. 

 One salient trait of Baroque practice is adaptability. Baroque musicians were quite 

flexible when it came to instrumentation (they were often forced to use whatever they 

had) and adapted the performance accordingly. Organs, harpsichords, and clavichords 

varied greatly in type and quality. If they had our modern piano at their disposal, no 

doubt they would have used it to musical advantage, even while curtailing the use of 
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some of its features (i.e., the damper pedal) when they were inappropriate to the desired 

musical effects. The sustain and sostenuto pedals, when used discreetly, can also enhance 

the musical qualities inherent in the piece. These capabilities, of course, can become 

liabilities when the pianist, given such great freedom, also encounters the temptation to 

create effects that are stylistically incorrect, often to the point of obscuring the structure 

and expression of the music.  

 The prevalent use of figured bass is another signal of real-world adaptability, 

allowing continuo players to either thin or thicken the texture depending upon musical 

needs or desires. Repeated sections in keyboard suites also offered opportunities for 

creativity in ornamentation. The practice of improvisation was common, and its very 

spirit pervaded much of the music, particularly works employing the stylus phantasticus, 

such as the Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163.  

 The study of rhetorical principles applied to the different genres is an important 

element of performance practice, whether played on period instruments or on the modern 

piano. When approaching Buxtehude's keyboard works at the piano, it is important to 

remember that many of the features of modern playing (i.e., extensive use of thumbs) 

began with or after the time of Johann Sebastian Bach. Much evidence shows that the 

general concept of playing used far less legato, employed paired fingerings for "good" 

and "bad" notes, but also allowed for variety, using the four fingers for a group of four 

notes.151  

                                                        

  151 Snyder, Organist in Lübeck, 389-92. 
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 Pianists, like all musicians, must remain mindful of Baroque sensibilities and 

traditions while crafting their performances; they must also reconcile those conventions 

with the opportunities and potential pitfalls associated with presenting this music on an 

instrument that is often considered anachronistic to the Baroque style. Robert Donington 

reminds the modern Baroque music performer that there is a range of valid preferences 

regarding performance practice of early music, and that artistic conveyance of the music 

is still the primary consideration: 

 When fine performers using fine instruments of authentic character are available, 
 are we nowadays unanimous in preferring them? By no means. There are still 
 plenty of fine modern musicians who do not want the fine early instruments on 
 any conditions; and while this is now a somewhat old-fashioned taste, it is a 
 perfectly legitimate one. We have sometimes to remind ourselves that this is not a 
 moral issue. Artistic compatibility is the only issue which really concerns us as 
 practising musicians. This is itself a matter of degree; but it is certainly not ruled 
 out by using modern instruments.152  

 

 The aesthetic principles of musical rhetoric should be thoughtfully considered, as 

they were part of the mindset of musicians and audiences of the time. This means, among 

other things, that expression in music (as in oratory) focused more on the audience's 

response than the performer's or composer's own personal feelings. To this end, 

musicians who were sensitive to the aesthetic goals of musical rhetoric were concerned 

with the relevancy of their performance to the present audience, and not only with a 

preconceived notion of how the music should be performed.   

                                                        

  152 Robert Donington, "The Choice of Instruments in Baroque Music," Early 
Music 1 (1973): 138. 
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 Still, certain misconceptions regarding Baroque performance practices persist. 

Paul Badura-Skoda, in the preface of his book, Interpretation of Bach at the Keyboard, 

divides misinformed interpreters of Bach into three categories:  

 1. Historically minded musicians pretend that they and their audiences are  living 
 in the time of Bach.  

 2. Performers who have a predilection for the style of the nineteenth century 
 like to operate with large masses of sound, thereby emphasizing specific 
 expressive elements. They seem to be blissfully unaware of the results of 
 musicological research.  

 3. Performers who prefer the style of the twentieth century aim at a 
 compromise. Their wish to perform Bach's music using the resources 
 available today means that they are not afraid of making use of adaptations, 
 though these are often even more remote from the original sonorities than 
 nineteenth-century 'romantic' performances.153 

 

 Badura-Skoda appeals to today's performers of Baroque music to rise above these 

incomplete and inadequate approaches to the performance of early music through a 

perspective of knowledge, technique, and the sheer pleasure of experiencing great music: 

 I believe that as far as the modern performer is concerned there can in fact  be only 
 one task: to recognize and respect Bach's musical and intellectual intentions as 
 well has he can, and, by using the means available to us today, be it voices trained 
 in the old or the modern style, or early or modern instruments, to convey them to 
 a late-twentieth-century audience in such a way as to bring about...the pleasure 
 and spiritual enrichment to be derived from experiencing the greatness of Bach's 
 music.154 

 

                                                        

 153 Paul Badura-Skoda, Interpreting Bach at the Keyboard, trans. Alfred Clayton. 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993): vii. 
 
 154 Paul Badura-Skoda, Interpreting Bach, viii. 
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 Such an approach would translate well, allowing Buxtehude's music and that of 

other Baroque composers, to shine through on modern, as well as original, instruments. 

Alfred Brendel believes that performance practice should be relevant to modern 

audiences, yet maintain its integrity with the musical structure and character. He warns, 

"No 'rules' of performance should be automatically applied."155 Even when proper rules 

are applied, a danger of creating a blatant caricature of the musical style presents itself. 

Brendel further explains: 

 
 Rhetorical elements have always been an important part of a good performance. If 
 they are over-projected, and given undue prominence, they sound–to my ears–
 hysterical. Music, instead of speaking, shrieks and moans.156 
 
 The Baroque performer is often faced with the challenge of striking a balance 

between logos and pathos, and very often encounters a difficult choice between applying 

the "correct" procedure for certain details, or conveying the spirit of the music. To this 

issue, Brendel offers some practical wisdom while also revealing an acceptance of 

modern instruments in Baroque performance: 

 
 I do not see these elements as alternatives. They are interdependent and 
 balanced out in a masterpiece. The performer, on old or modern instruments, 
 should try to reveal this balance.157 

 

                                                        

 155 Alfred Brendel, "Bach and the Piano," in Music Sounded Out: Essays, 
Lectures, Interviews, Afterthoughts, (New York: Farrar, Strauss and Giroux, 
1990): 222. 
 
 156 Brendel, "Bach and the Piano," 222-23. 
 
 157 Brendel, "Bach and the Piano," 223. 
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 To make a further point, today's performers and audiences are separated from 

those of Buxtehude's time by a span of over 300 years, and have undoubtedly lost an 

immediacy and connection with the musical culture of that time. Some of this loss can be 

compensated for by means of education and good musical sense, but since there is no 

certainty as to the precise effects of those performance practices (and they most certainly 

varied with each performer), a conscientious Baroque performer is left with the task of 

balancing two truths: the need to apply insights gained from research and musical 

understanding, and the need to match the performance appropriately to the audience and 

occasion. It becomes clear that ethos, logos, and pathos are still the driving forces behind 

an effective Baroque performance. 

 Chorale Prelude: Jesus Christus, unser Heiland 

 The chorale setting exists in a variety of sub-genres: the chorale prelude, the 

chorale fantasia, and the chorale variation. The chorale prelude is traditionally played 

with the chorale tune on one manual, the accompaniment on another, and the bass line on 

the pedals–a three-voice separation that is lost when transferred to harpsichord. On a 

piano, however, an attentive player is able to create something akin to the intended effect. 

Both the chorale fantasia and the chorale variation, while exhibiting a variety of 

figurations and compositional approaches, share a common trait with the prelude–the 

prominence of the chorale tune. Both the organ and the piano are better suited than the 

harpsichord for isolating the chorale tune. While the organ offers vast choices of 

registration and can produce grand effects, and the harpsichord excels at clarity and 

precision, the piano finds its niche in its voicing capabilities, and an intimate and 
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spontaneous expression. The following example provides a suggestion for achieving a 

clear separation of the three voices in Jesus Christus, unser Heiland. Due to the 

intervallic proximity between the chorale tune and the middle voice, this dynamic 

separation is most important: 

Musical Example A.1: Buxtehude, Jesus Christus, unser Heiland, mm. 1-3 

 

 A descending pattern, or catabasis, is suitably expressed at the piano with a 

gradual diminuendo. This dynamic design is quite effective as long as the chorale melody 

is sufficiently projected throughout. 

Musical Example A.2: Buxtehude, Jesus Christus, unser Heiland, mm. 15-18 

 

 The piano excels at producing fine gradations of tone, which are indispensable 

when highlighting the chromatic movement in each voice, enhancing the effect of several 

rising anabasis patterns: 
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Musical Example A.3: Buxtehude, Jesus Christus, unser Heiland, mm. 19-23 

 

 In order to accentuate the arch form (a b c a' b) that reaches its apex at the center 

of the piece with the text "auferstanden," the pianist may make a gradual crescendo from 

the beginning to the middle of the composition, and then a diminuendo until the end of 

the piece. 

Musical Example A.4: Jesus Christus, unser Heiland, Phrase Structure and "Hairpin" 
Dynamics 

 

Alternatively, one could employ terraced dynamics, as is commonly done in period 

performances of Baroque music today: 
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Musical Example A.5: Jesus Christus, unser Heiland, Phrase Structure and Terraced 
Dynamics 

 

 In all these details, one must keep the text, its meaning, and the contour of the 

melodic phrase at the forefront of musical consciousness. Only in this way can a 

performer project the meaning and expressiveness of this chorale in a persuasive manner. 

 Chorale Fantasia: Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern 

 This chorale fantasia, as a manualiter work, can be played on any keyboard 

instrument, and is most frequently performed on organ. Harpsichord performances are 

also common, but are somewhat less successful, since the wide array of colors and 

timbres available to an organist is not obtainable on the harpsichord. The opening 

statement of the chorale tune in the bass, with the right hand accompaniment figures 

show a need for effective separation of voices, so that the chorale tune can be clearly 

heard over the double notes in the treble. The long notes of the chorale melody are easily 

obscured by faster contrapuntal lines that readily capture the ear. 
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Musical Example A.6:  Buxtehude, Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern, mm. 86-92 

 

 As always, a pianist must remember what every good organist and harpsichordist 

knows: articulation and subtle agogic accents are vital to clarity and character in the 

performance of Baroque music. On the organ and harpsichord, subtle emphasis and 

accentuation are often accomplished through a continuum of staccato articulations. In a 

staccato phrase, an emphasized note would be played a little longer than the surrounding 

notes. Agogic accents that actually lengthen the beat are used at important formal 

junctures. A good illustration of this principle is found in the gigue fugue: 

Musical Example A.7: Buxtehude, Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern, mm. 136-137 

 

 Chorale Variations: Auf meinen lieben Gott 

 Although Kerala Snyder deemed these variations appropriate for performance on 

organ,158 several factors seem to indicate that they were intended for harpsichord. The 

very fact that they were cast in the form of a dance suite creates an expectation for this 

                                                        

  158 Snyder, Organist in Lübeck, 276. 
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instrument. The brisé style, with its origins in lute playing, sounds clearer and more 

idiomatic on the harpsichord than on the organ. While leaps within a given voice are 

more effective on harpsichord, passages with smoother and more continuous voice 

leading, such as the double of the allemande, are quite successful on the organ. 

 When performing these variations at the piano, the usual issues of timbral clarity, 

articulation, and transparency of texture apply. Once these issues are resolved, the 

strengths of the piano can be brought to bear on this music. The chorale melody, and its 

variants, are easily and naturally projected and sculpted to effectively serve the 

expression of the text and music. 

 From the outset of the allemande, the text of the chorale must be kept in the 

forefront of musical thought. The chorale tune must be projected well and shaped 

vocally, highlighting the inner voices between phrases. These inner voices can also be 

shaped unobtrusively during long melodic notes.  

Musical Example A.8: Buxtehude, Auf meinen lieben Gott, Allemande, mm. 1-3 

 

 For the double, if one wishes to reflect the text "Although my sins oppose me" as 

a pursuit, as described in the analysis (the speaker being pursued by his sins, a "dark and 
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evil entity"), it is desirable to emphasize the energy and forward motion of the groups of 

16th notes in each voice. This can be accomplished through a slight separation between 

each 16th note, and a crescendo on each rising four-note pattern: 

Musical Example A.9: Buxtehude, Auf meinen lieben Gott, Double, mm. 14-16 

 

 The anabasis that opens the sarabande carries a noble affect which should not be 

interrupted by sudden accents or other means. Pianists are advised to keep a gentle but 

persistent forward motion applied to the rising phrase, giving as much length to the tones 

as possible. 

Musical Example A.10: Buxtehude, Auf meinen lieben Gott, Sarabande, mm. 28-31 

 

 The silence of the aposiopesis (an unexpected interruption in the vocal line) at 

measure 43 should not be rushed, but should rather be given time for the cadence to 
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gently close before playing the delayed chord. The quarter rest may exceed its written 

duration in fulfilling the emotional effect of the aposiopesis. 

Musical Example A.11: Buxtehude, Auf meinen lieben Gott, Sarabande, mm. 40-43 

 

 The courante, according to Mattheson, expresses sweet hopefulness, an affect that 

is comprised of three components: courage, longing, and joy.159 To project courage, the 

courante should open with very rhythmic and somewhat accentuated playing. The dotted 

rhythms can be slightly modified to suggest a hint of a double-dotted feeling, and the 

trills can be executed resolutely. 

Musical Example A.12: Buxtehude, Auf meinen lieben Gott, Courante, mm. 53-55 

 

                                                        

 159 Harriss, Mattheson, Capellmeister, 119. 
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 In measures 59-66, when longing is indicated, the pianist may stretch out the 

notes in the manner of long bowings on a string instrument, always with sensitivity to the 

harmony, voice leading, and suspensions.  

Musical Example A.13: Buxtehude, Auf meinen lieben Gott, Courante, mm. 59-62 

 

 The dotted rhythms that express joy should be played with a buoyant energy, 

which should be maintained throughout the remainder of the courante. 

Musical Example A.14: Buxtehude, Auf meinen lieben Gott, Courante, mm. 67-71 

 

 The gigue, acting as a peroratio of this five-part oration, should be played with 

joyous energy, lightly energized attacks, and balanced chords to keep transparency of 

texture. The tempo should keep moving forward during the entire movement, except for 

the final measure, which may be played more slowly with a subdivision of the beat–

especially in the second half of the measure. 
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 Theme and Variations: La Capricciosa 

 In light of the fact that a primary rhetorical aim of the theme and variations is to 

keep the listener's interest through several renditions of the same tune, the main 

requirement for La Capricciosa is imagination and variety in tone colors to suit the many 

different figures in the variations. In the quick scale passages, it is advisable to apply a 

light, quasi staccato touch, with agogic accents for metric and other emphases. On the 

piano, accents can also be used.  

Musical Example A.15: Buxtehude, La Capricciosa, Partita 13, m. 1 

 

 As a contrast, Partita 12 can be shaped according to the chromatic motions in all 

voices. Slurs and staccatos help to give character and clarify the independent lines, while 

the crescendi and decrescendi give shape to the overall phrase. 
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Musical Example A.16: Buxtehude, La Capricciosa, Partita 12, mm. 1-4 

 

The bergamasca, minuet, sarabande, and gigue present yet further opportunities for 

variety of expression. 

 Dance Suites: Suite in D minor (d'Amour) 

 The suites and variation sets are written for harpsichord, and are intrinsically 

suited to that instrument. The style brisé is used extensively in the suites, and 

occasionally in the variations, along with other figurations that rely upon the clarity of the 

harpsichord tone. While pianists must remain sensitive to the need for a simple texture, 

unencumbered by excessive pedal or thick tone that might obscure inner voices, they 

should be aware that their instrument offers richness and variability of tone, separation of 

melody from accompaniment, and dynamic contour–qualities that can surely enhance 

these melodically conceived pieces. 

 In the Suite in D minor (d'Amour), the pianist is given ample opportunity to 

explore these various tonal possibilities. Taking the Allemande d'Amour as an exordium 

or a propositio of the suite, the pianist should present the opening phrase boldly and in 

the character of the suite, considering the rhetorical and emotional sweep of the suite in 

its entirety before the first note is played. It is important to consider the many elements 
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that contribute to the affects in the suite; the key of D minor, Mattheson's descriptions of 

the affects of dance forms, intervallic and rhythmic relationships, melodic and harmonic 

implications.  

 For each movement of the suite, the second repeat of each section should be an 

intensification and elaboration on the first to avoid stasis, and promote development and 

progression of ideas. This intensification might take the form of a more active rhythm, 

added passing notes, or greater contrapuntal complexity. This repetition should preserve 

or enhance the expressive and rhetorical ideas identified in the first repeat. 

 Another important factor in performing this suite is the fact that it was originally 

transmitted in the form of an organ tablature. Organ tablatures were a sort of short hand 

for writing down keyboard music that offered increased facility to the composer when 

writing down the music, but unfortunately resulted in frequent inaccuracies, either in 

performance or in transcribing the music to staff notation. Some evidences of these 

inaccuracies (or copying errors) seem to appear in the Suite in D minor–particularly in the 

Sarabande and Gigue.  

 The Allemande d'Amour, as Mattheson would describe it, is a "well constructed" 

expression of contentment.160 The voice leading, even with some presence of style brisé, 

is more continuous and complete in nature than that found in the rest of the suite, whose 

harmonic structure is often more skeletal. This fact encourages the performer to adhere 

more closely to the score in the allemande than in the other movements, at least during 

                                                        

 160 Harriss, Mattheson, Capellmeister,  
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the first iteration of each repeated section. On the repeats, some variation and 

ornamentation is welcomed, and even expected, according to the style of the period. 

These deviations from the written score should be executed in a style and language that is 

compatible with Buxtehude's music, and more importantly, should amplify any rhetorical 

ideas that are represented in the score or inferred by the performer. The "conversation 

between lovers" implied in measures 9 and 10 can be amplified by adding ornamentation 

to the right hand part and imitating it in the left hand (see both examples A.17 and A.18): 

Musical Example A.17: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Allemande d'Amour, 
mm. 9-10 

 

Musical Example A.18: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Allemande d'Amour,  
mm. 9-10, second time, with imitative ornamentation 

 

 Ornamentation can also amplify a rhetorical effect through an expansion of an 

expressive detail that was highlighted in the first repetition of a section. Measures 14-15 
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of the allemande suggest an affect of longing, expressed in an upward fifth, falling back 

to the leading tone C#: 

Musical Example A.19: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Allemande d'Amour, 
mm. 14-16 

 

On the repeat, this figure related to longing can be intensified by expanding the interval 

of the fifth to a seventh, and interpolating the required notes to arrive at the leading tone–

an effect further enhanced by stretching the durations of each note: 

Musical Example A.20: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Allemande d'Amour,  
mm. 14-16, second time 

 

 The present study has identified the courante as an expression of hopefulness, 

with its three components: courage, longing, and joy. To project courage, as mentioned in 

the discussion on Auf meinen lieben Gott, the courante should open with very rhythmic, 
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and somewhat accentuated playing. The dotted rhythms can be slightly modified to 

suggest a hint of double-dottedness, and the trills can be executed with decisiveness.  

Musical Example A.21: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Courante, mm. 1-4 

 

 The affect "longing," found in measures 5-8, is brought about by means of a 

gentler touch, a forward stretch of the phrase, and an emphasis on the leading tone C#: 

Musical Example A.22: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Courante, mm. 5-8 

 

 Joy, the affect expressed in measures 17-22, can be projected through the dotted 

notes at the pickup to measure 17, the rising melodic line, and a triumphant arrival at the 

C Major cadence at measure 22: 
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Musical Example A.23: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Courante, mm. 17-22 

 

Through a joyful variety of ornamentation, this affect can be enhanced during the repeat 

of the section.  

Musical Example A.24: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Courante,  
mm. 17-22, second time 

 

 Near the end of the Sarabande d'Amour, some of the most beautiful music of the 

suite can be heard. In order to bring out the different lines and expressive gestures, one 

can slightly accentuate the top line, and use dynamic shaping throughout the phrase. 
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Musical Example A.25: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Sarabande d'Amour, 
mm. 13-16 

 

The last phrase of this sarabande begins with the same notes as the previous phrase, but 

an octave lower. To close the movement with very subtle, gentle expression, one may 

play the entire phrase pianissimo. 

Musical Example A.26: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Sarabande d'Amour, 
mm. 17-20 

 

 The second sarabande features a short rising motive, which immediately falls 

back to the original pitch ("thwarted ambition" was the affect posited in the analysis). In 

the second section, however, a steadily rising chromatic line in the bass extends for six 

notes, which seems to suggest "secret ambition." A steady, gradual crescendo will help 

draw focus onto this musical event. 
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Musical Example A.27: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Sarabande,  
mm. 9-16 

 

 On the second repeat, ornamentation can be used again to enhance the rhetorical 

and expressive content from the first repeat. Ornaments emphasizing rising scales 

intensify the ambition embodied in a lover's entreaty: 

Musical Example A.28: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Sarabande,  
mm. 9-16, second time 
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 In the gigue, the jagged shapes of the abrupt reversals in pitch recall Mattheson's 

description of the "volatile spirit"161 referring to the gigue. 

Musical Example A.29: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Gigue, mm. 1-2, first 
time 

 

Here are the same opening measures, with the jagged contour of the gigue's melody 

intensified by imitative counterpoint: 

Musical Example A.30: Buxtehude, Suite in D minor, BuxWV 233, Gigue, mm. 1-2, 
second time, with ornamentation 

 

 Contrapuntal Works: Canzona in D minor, BuxWV 168 

 Certain problems and opportunities arise during the study of contrapuntal Baroque 

music at the piano. Due to the instrument's thick tone, the pianist sometimes finds it 

difficult to achieve the desired transparency of texture in order to properly hear and direct 

                                                        

 161 Harriss, Mattheson, Capellmeister, 121. 
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the independent voices. Also, because of the relative uniformity of tone color across the 

pitch spectrum, these melodic lines do not automatically speak with individual character. 

On the other hand, the piano offers fine players the capability for spontaneous and 

individuated control of tone, dynamics, and voicing. If knowledgeable and sensitive 

pianists strive for a musical and stylistically informed performance, the true spirit of these 

works will become accessible to pianists and their audiences.  

 Buxtehude's Canzona in D minor, BuxWV 168 can be played effectively at the 

piano, to the extent that the pianist is attentive to matters of tempo, articulation, and 

balance of voices. The chosen tempi should take into account the principle of increasing 

energy inherent in the progression of the three fugal sections. 

Musical Example A.31: Canzona in D minor, BuxWV 168, mm. 1-3 

 

 The decreasing durations of the starting notes of each fugue subject enhance the 

effect of increasing energy. In performance at the piano, this can be reflected in the 

accentuation, as well as the number of notes that receive the accent. It should be advised 

that the accents be incisive, yet light. The stretto entrances of the second subject, seen 

below, can be clarified through these accents, and with crescendi on the rising 3-quarter 

note patterns: 
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Musical Example A.32: Canzona in D minor, BuxWV 168, mm. 30-35

 

 The third and final fugal section receives the greatest number of accents, in 

keeping with the speed and energy of its subject. The accents, besides infusing the fugue 

with energy, increase the prominence of each entry of the subject and its inversion in this 

counter fugue: 

Musical Example A.33: Canzona in D minor, BuxWV 168, mm. 66-68

 

 Large Sectional Compositions: Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163 

 The Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163, is a manualiter organ work that is 

often played on harpsichord. The Exordium, in its role to seize the attention of the 

audience, benefits much from the capabilities of the piano. Striking rhetorical figures, 

such as pathopoeia, can be expressed with even greater subtlety and sensitivity at the 
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piano, due to its capacities for tonal nuance, than at the organ or harpsichord. Chromatic 

notes should be given time and emphasis, so that their foreign effect can be perceived and 

felt. This sensitivity toward chromatic motion, along with a sense of gravitation in the 

downward scales, can help to govern the give and take of tempo in the improvisational 

character of the stylus phantasticus. Consider the following suggestion for the opening of 

the praeludium: 

Musical Example A.34: Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163, mm. 1-2 

 

 The fugal sections (in both the praeludia and the canzonas) present the pianist 

with opportunities that are not available to the harpsichordist or the organist. In addition 

to contrasts in articulation that necessary on the organ and harpsichord for clarifying 

entrances and voices, the piano possesses the capability of conveying contrasts in 

dynamics (either subtle or dramatic), phrase shapes, and color. Also, the pianist may 

occasionally make use of the sostenuto pedal for purposes such as pedal points, which, 

while successful on the organ pedals, can only be achieved, if at all, through repeated 

tones on the harpsichord.  

 In the Peroratio, organists often support the bass line by use of pedals. This 

section should contain the most impassioned and forceful expression, being the 

culmination of the entire piece. It seems fitting to double the bass octave when 
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performing it at the piano, since the tones of the piano are otherwise too thin to 

sufficiently support the rest of the texture or to make a commanding tonal presence.  

Musical Example A.35: Praeludium in G minor, BuxWV 163, mm. 148-151 
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